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Soccer te1'm def eats Virginia, advances to semi-finals
By Donovan Marks
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Bison goalkeeper Shaka Hislop's
penalty save in the 20-second
minute proved to be a Key play in the
Booters' 3-2 overtime victory against
number one-ranked University of
Virginia last Sunday at Virginia's
Scott Stadium.
''It was as though it lifted the spirit
of the team,''said foreward Anthony
''Briggy''Laird who scored two of
Howard's goals.
At the time of the save, the
Virginia Cavaliers were already up by
two goals; the first, in the eighth •
minute of play, was a high-bouncing
header from foreward Drew Fallon.
The Cavaliers' second and final
goal came just five minutes later
when a Bison defender committed a
foul • and the Cavaliers were award-•
ed a free kick near the edge of the
goal area.

•

All-American candidate Jeff
Agoos took the kick which deflected
off the foot of a player in the wall (a
line of players blocking the goal) and
rolled past Hislop.
''They did nothing to deserve those
goals,"said Laird, ''We just weren't

playing as good a1s we usually do."
After the save by Hislop the
Boaters regained control of the midI

field. ''After the penalty save they
gav~u.i.freedom to move, ''said midfielder Harold Heath.
'
With 17 minutes left in the first
half Laird and midfielder Sheldon
Jon~s launched a quick-pass attack
which had Cavalier goalie Tony
Meola diving to take the ball off
Laird's foot.
T\vO minutes later Virginia's Richie
Williams was given a yellow card
when he retaliated to a foul by a
Bison defender.

•

and it rolled out for a Bison goal
kick.
The second half opened with the
Howard thwarting several Cavalier
attacks by stealing the ball.
, :
About 11 minutes into the half,
Isaacs controlled a pass near mid- ·

field. He turned and dribbled past
several Cavalier defenders and shot
a left-footer past Meola to tie the
score at two.
''Isaacs' goal was fantastic,"
remarked Bison head coach Keith
Tucker.

1t was Jsaacs again 15 minutes later
. .
.
With 12:41 rema1n1ng tn the half . with another left·- foot shot. This time
Bison foreward Peter ''Za-za'' Isaacs Meola managed to push the ball outfired a left-foot shot from an angle side for a Bison corner kick.
Isaacs took the corner which was
which Meola pushed out; but
foreward Waidi Akan~. who was on headed just over the .crossbar by
the other side of the field, attacked Akanni.
and slammed the ball in for
Howard's first goal.
.
The Cavaliers launched a threatenIn the dying min~tes of th~ ft~st ing attack down the left side with 8:40
half • the Cavaliers• failed
to cap1tal1ze remaining in regulation-time play.
•
on two opportun1~1es to score.
Hislop had to run far outside the
· penalty area to grab the ball from an
Midfielder Lyle Yorks dribbled attacking foreward.
With about 20 seconds remaining,
down the left side and crossed the ball
toward the goal. His pa~s found at Jones generated .Howard's final'
least two Cavalier forewards flat- regulation time attack by dribbling
footed and 't he ball bounced outside. • down the left side and crossing the
About one minute later, John ball toward the goal. Akanni was on
Maessner received a through pass the spot and fired a low hard shot.
from mid-field. He beat Hislop but Meola held on to it, thus forcing the
carried the ball too wide for the shot game into overtime with the score

-
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By James Walker
Hilltop Stllff Reporter

For many · Howard students,
Washington, D.C. is a city filled

with historical monuments,
buildings, and other sites, but for
Anthony Br.owder the city is an

imitation oti African culture.

''At the ;pre'sent time we
(African-Americans) are brainwashe4 that Africa has made oo
contribution to Western civiliza~
tion, but my intent is to show the
importance and significance . of

Ancient Egyptian history and how
that culture has affected every
civilization and nation on this
trek,'' Browder said.
' Browder led a seminar TYesday
night at the School of Business
auditorium titled ''Egyptology:
Know Thy Self.'' The program

-1

Michael Williams charges ; at right, Chris Thomos and Assistant Coach Curtis Landry celebrate the big· win.
tied at two.
Virginia had 24 fouls and six saves
while Howard had 29 fouls and one
save.
.
During the two IO-minute overtime
periods, both teams launched several
strong attacks; but less than three

issue of the European civilizations
attempt to not only steal African
culture, but to profit on it.

He displayed a picture of an
Alpha Fraternity, lnc. Beta Eastern Airline ad thal read,
Chapter of which Browder has ''Before there was American
was coordinated by Alpha Phi

been a part since 197J,
A native of Chicago, he holds
a bachelor of fme ans degree from
Howard and is founder and director of the Institute of Karmic

Guidance.

,

History there was black history,••
with pictures of African art
underneath.
He also showed and ad for condoms that read, ''But new Ramses
. Extra is a revolution,'' focusing on

Browder has established a lee~
ture series on Egypt and presented

the fact that the great Pharoah
RamS.S II was said to have had 80

radio and TV programs. Most

children during his 90-year life
•
span.
''What you find is~ that white
people are not interested in knowing this information, so Eastern

recently he has fLlmed more than

a dozen specials tnat have been
aired on the WHMM Channel 32

"Spotlight'' program.

-r-- --......... ._

By Rebecca Little
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Highlighting of llrowW1 slide show was the ancient Egyptian ruins,
and other businesses do not
market these ads in white areas_,''
responded Browder to a student

who asked whether or not Eastern
m.ade an attempt to distribute the
ad in white magazines .

"White people would complain
if they saw this ad. Eastern is in
business to make money. They

have ooe marketing strategy for
white folks and another for black
folks," Browder added.
Another issue that Browder
pointed out was that as late as

1976, World Book .l,locyclopedia
was publishing the fact that Egyptians were a 'race of caucasians. He

said even though they have changed the definition they still do not

recognize the people as being
Negroid.

Closing hi ~ presenfation,
Browder focuse d on . modern
entertainers such as Michael
Jackson, Patti LaBelle, Prince and
George Benson who haye
undergone various facial chang~s
to
''imitate''
European
civilization.

Jackson,' ' asked Browder, showing before and after pictures of
•
see Browder, page S

Professor reflects on the changing face of Ho·ward
Hilltop Staff Reporter

l

Dr. Stephen Henderson, professor
of Afro-A1nerican Studies has seen it
all.
This World
War II veteran

has li-<led throu&h
the

Harl em
Rena~ssance of
the 40's, th e
A,fricanAmerican arts
and Civil Rights
Movement of the Stephen Henderson
60's. Until 1985, he workeJ .vith the
Institute for Arts and Humanities in
Atlanta, which was i11strumental in
developing the Afro-American
studies major.
Henderson ~irst came to HoWard
in 1969. He was originally attracted

to the school bec8use of his work
with Mercer Cook, former head of
the Department of Romance .
Languages and accomplished author.
'' I was working at The Institute of
the Black World in Atlanta when Dr.
Andrew Billingsly, the vice-presidc11t
of academic affairs at Howard came
up \Vith the idea of moving the Institute to Washington," the Florida
native explained.
Upon entering Henderson's tiny
office, one gets a feel for all lie has
seen.
Every available bit of wall space is
covered with a photo or drawing of
a African-American face on a flyer,
br':.'o:h!!re, or poster announcing yet
another African-American achiever
io the arts or humanities.
Even the desk, the main attraction
in the sparsely furnished office, iS
cluttered with letters from all over the

w.o rld, and seemingly every book
about African-American culture ever
published.
The books which did not fit on the
desk, are crowded on to the' two
bookshelves which are mounted on
the wall.
With books on everything from
Amiri Baraka's poetry, to .Sterling
Brown's essays, to African-American
folklore, Henderson seems to have
forgotten no subject that would aid
in his continuing studies of the
culture .
1 When asked why he first got interested in Afro-American studies;
Henderson said that he could not
remember a time he wasn't interested
in the subject.
.
''It just amounted to me coming to
grips with myself,'' said the bespectacled gentleman who headed the
now defunct Institute of Black

The fruits of more than two years
of planning by Howard Officials
finally materialized when the university opened its Office of Research and
Administration.
According to Dr. Carlton P.
Alexis, the university executive vicepresideht, the purpose of the office
is to strengthen the researc.h enterprise at Howard.
''What we're doing is putting
under one roof things that are done
in several places,'' Alexis said, adding
that President Cheek and the Board
· of Trustees have favored placing all
tasks involved in the complex
research process under one advisory

body .
The office 'will be involved in
facilitating many aspects of research,
including boqkkeeping, recording,
purchasing supplies and writing and
granting applications.
Dr. Marion Mann, a former dean
of Howard's College of Medicine,

Studies at Howard from 1973 to
1985 .
The diminutive Henderson, no
more than 5 feet tall, with a quiet
voice and swept back hair, similar to
that of Frederick Douglass, said
Howard has definitely changed since
1969.
''Student participation in the black
movement of the '60s was more
direct and open. There were more
dramatic things happening then."
He said, however, that it is harder
for students today to mount effective
protests.
Henderson sees H oward as strayfn& from the goals of the AfricanAmerican arts movem~nt.
The re-emphasis on a core curriculum and the elimination of the
annual African-American artist's

see Henderson, page S

By Melonie J. McCall
Hilltop Staff Reporter
c

The Howard University chapter of
the Golden Key National Honor Society inducted over 120 members this
year setting a new chapter record .
Memb~rsfiip is by invitation only and
this figure represents 70 percent of
those invited.
Each year invitations for membership are extended to juniors with a

~v

~

Howar.d chapter extended over 170
invitations but only inducted 121 new
members.
The chapter was chartered in 1985
and had 108 new members last year
who made up 52 Percent of those
who were invited.
According to Dr. James Chastian,
insurance professor and chapter advisor to the organization in the
School of Business, the increase came
froni- extra publicity and a prospective sophomore reception last spring.
Guest speaker at thl induction
ceremony held Novemb!r2J, John
E. Williams, reminded members that
college is no place to play, dream and

drift.
''Do a good job now and prepare
your mind well," he said.
A Howard professor and More-

ef

plays host
to Farrakhan
pg. 2
I

Preview: Grapplers
-gear up for wrestling
season

has since been teaching in the college's department of pathology. Hl:
was dean of the College of Medicine

from 1970 to 1979.
''The scope of Dr. Mann's respon- -·
sibilities will cover both pre-award
and post-award activities related to
research grants,'' Alexis said.
Mann said he is ''very honored'' to
have been chosen for this post. His
new office will be in Howard's An- .
nex II, and will be in operation by
January I , 1989.
''This new center will provide a
see Research, page 5

•

•

'

'

house graduate, Williams asked new
members to set goals and work at
them.
.
''You are what you aspire to be.
You are what you do ·wit)'! your
mihd," Williams said.
''Make yourself competitive,'' said
Williams. ''Golden Key offers many
opportunities for students to do just
that,'' said Larry Williams, senior
business major and current chapter
president.
MembershiP in the society provides
the students with an opportunity to
be recognized by com panies that
recruit high achievers.
''Many corporations such as NCR
Corporation, 3M, Prentice.:Hall and
Proctor and Gamble look for Golden Key Honor Society ,.students when
recruiting," said Williams. ''Golden
Key also provides students assistance
with leads and names of contacts for
potential career opportunities," he

I

•

added.

All new members are eligible to
win one of two scholarships awarded annually at each chapter's induction reception. One scholarship is
awarded to the year's outstanding
senior induttee. This ~ea!__'s Howardsee Honor, page 5
•
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Virginia woman ffins
Miss Black USA
pageant
pg.

pg. 3

ty of the Coilege of Medicine in 1983,

TEMPO

SPORTS
~

PSM

was chosen by Alexis to head the new
office which opened Nov.
His
new title is associate vice president of
research.
•
''Dr. Mann brings with him a
reputation as a distinguished
educator and administrator,'' Alexis
said. Cheek, he said, ''enthusiastically announced this important appointment.''
Mann, who retired frcill\ the facul-

minimum gpa of 3.3. This year the

'

CAMPUS

'

Honor society sets record
with recent inductions

"What hapP.ned to Michael

•

By Claire Louis

ing before Sunday:s game, Laird
thinks that ''they were afraid of us
more than we were of them.'' He said
he was not misled by the pre-game
hype.
''Not for a minute did I think we
would have lost."

·1s.

Hilltop Staff Reporter

>

Il years studying Egyptian history
shared a 30-minute slide show that
Highlighted certain rep~cas of
-:A.frican1 ·art seen thro\,\ghbut the
world.
-,
Browder first showed an obelisk
in Africa, then the same structure
in Rome, South America and
finally in the District wtiere the
structure is better known ·to the
public as the Washington
Monument.

the

mi11utes into the second period ,
Isaacs crossed the ball from the left
side and found Laird in the middle
of the penalty box. Laird sealed the
issue with shot past Meola into the
center of the net.
Despite Virginia's first-pl;ice rank-

admistrative office
to govern research at HU

_ Browder, who has spent his I.St

~ddressed

-

pbolos by Doaovan Marti:

New

His main endeavor bas been the
Afro-Centric tour, a fourwhour
bus excursion around the District,
visiting well-known architectural
sites that he says share an association Mth Africa.

Browder then

•

1

.

Browder cites Egyptian
impact on Western world

l
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University to create
internship positions
•

analysis, public relations, personnel
administration, community projects,
policy making, policy implementation and leadership development.
No formal job descriptions for the
program have been made, but Johns
said administrative departments will
be solicited to state specific duties for
the various interns.
''It's a process of matching student
desire with the available positions,''
he said.
The program will be governed by
a university-wide committee created
by university president, James ·E.

By Claire Louis
Hilltop Staff Reporter

,.

The Administrative Internship
Program, scheduled to begin in fall
1989, will give Howard students an
opportunity to become familiar with
the intricate workings of this institution, said Vincent Johns, dean of Student Life and Activities.
The program will be open to fulltime students in good academic,
financial and disciplinary standing,
who have successfully completed a
minimum of 30- credit hours at
Howard, said Johns, who is the chief
coordinator of the program. The jobs
will be open to all majors.
Interns will be chosen every year
based on academic perfonnance, service, letters of recommendation and
personal interviews, he said.
''The program was prompted by
an interest on the part of some
students in some type of program
where they could get hands-on experience of administrative duties,"
Johns said.
He added that the administration
also had some interest in creating this
type of a program.
Interns will work in various administratve departments such as
budgeting, r~search, operations

•

Cheek.
Johns, however, is responsible for
the oversight and operation of the
program.
Interns will serve no less than one
semester and no longer than one
academic year and are not obligated
to serve in consecutive semesters.
According to Johns, academic
credits will not be awarded for participation in the volunteer program.
He said the internship is not paid
because, although there is a desire for students to get hands-on experience,
the budget cannot support payment.
The application process for fall interns will begin in the spring and interviews will be held later in the
season.

The Notion of Islam leader spo•e concerning his relationship with the Rev. Jesse Jac•son as well as African-Americans ond drug abuse.

' - - --·-

Farrakhan stirs Howard ·audience with. message
two-and-a-half hour lecture sponsored by Howard University's
Progressive Student Movement.
''I don't like t he fact that Jesse
Jackson, my brother can embrace
George Wallace in Alabama, a

By Alonza L. Robertson
Hilltop Staff Reporter . _ _

Jesse L. Jackson knows that the
anti-Semitic label on Minister
Louis Farrakhan is false, the outspoken leader of the Nation of Islam told a packed Burr
Gymnasium on Nov. 18.
Farrakhan offered that statement along with his views on the
Jackson repudiation, drug abuse,
white people and the key to power in the l 990's during a stirring

funera l. I c3.n havC my brother
dead but I can't have my own
brother alive. T.here's something
wrong with a system like that,
where you have got to reject your
own damn fami ly to please this no
good cracker.'•
During
the
presidential
primaries in 1984, Jackson was
pressured to renounce his longheld
relationship with the ministerwhose Fruit of Islam bodyguards
wore providing the only security
for the Jackson campaign-when
1

damn cracker that had killed black
people, but now he's repented,"
Farrakhan said, ''but Jesse knows
that I ain't no anti-Semite, that I
ain't no bigot, but he can't walk
with me.
''But if Jesse were shot dead
tommorrow, I could come to the

•

Jews complained about -a Farrci.- ·
khan remark ttiey deemed antisemitic.
.
''And to those who cal l me •
anti-Semitic, you are a damn liar.
Y_o u are anti-black . You've been
ant~black all your life and now
you want to hide your hatred for
the black man by trying -to make
me an anti-Semite," Farrakhan
said.
Dressed in a dark suit, white shirt
see Farrakhan, page S

Some find American way a bumpy path

Red alert:
Net traffic
ligh.t system

By Yvonne McCormack
Hilltop Staff Reporter

By Linda J. Looney
Hilltop Staff Reporter

An effort to reduce speeding at the
intersection of the university's main
gate and Fourth Street through
traffic
light
sequencing
has led to ahother safety concern, according to university director of security, Lawrence Dawson.
1
Apparently, a.ccording to Dawson,
students believe the light is malfunctioning. As a result, he said, ''It may
photo by Keith Dorman Jr.
perhaps be a little more dangerous
than it was before. The students are Campus police direct traffic to lessen confusion at the busy intersection.
- jaywalking' now more than they did
Schoene said students have ample
Schpene said the traffic bureau will
then.''
time to cross when the walk signal ''take a look at'' the possibility of
postiqg signs which will alert pedesThe new system allows northbound flashes.
''The amount of time that the light trians and motorists to the sequenctraffic to travel while requiring
southbound kaffic to wait and vice says walk is a begin-to-walk sign. The ing at the intersection.
Tamela Williams, a sophomore soversa. Pedtbstrians then have approx- flashing 'don't walk' is similar to a
imately seven
seconds to- cross.
yellow light," said Schoene.
ciology major said that while she was
I
-In response to the increased jay''We have used it (sequencing) never confused about the new syswalking, campus security officers be- around the city and other people tem, she thinks it is causing a
gan directing traffic at the around the country use it. Motorists problem.
intersection early this week. Dawson usually use the same street all the time
''The cars are forever running the
said the directing of traffic will con- and tend to adjust to the sequenc- light. You only get a few seconds to
tinue for at least one week to allow ing ," he added .
cross. It hasn't helped,'' she said.
''I think it added a lot more constudents time to adj11st to the seValarie Gray, head residence counquencing pattern . He said that the selor for the Harriet Tubman Quad- fusion to the whole problem,'' said
new system came at the suggestion of rangle dormitory, which is located Alan Flynn, a senior politieal science
the D.C. Department of Public near the intersection said, ''My con- ma1or.
Works Bureau of Traffic Services as cern is to try to get people to pay at''I like the way it was before they
a solution to the earlier problem of tention to the pattern. If they do, I changed it,'' he said, referring to last
speeding.
think it could work.''
year's system, which allowed more
George Schoene, chief o i' the
Gray added, however, ''I do feel crossing time for pedestrians by rebureaµ explained, ''What we ' ~ t ry it's necessary to put some type of sign quiring north and so\Jthbound.traffic
ing to do is keep the cars ci11 ving out there. I thought initially that the _ to stop at the same· time.
north and south in a platoon as they lights were broken. I've constarttly
Dawson said he welcomes student
drive up the street so the first car is heard students complain . ·They've input concerning the new system and ·
not allowe1~ to speed up ahead. It even asked the front desk whom to asked that students call the campus

-

•

photos by Keitlll Dorma• Jr.

,

1

makes it more difficult to speed up

call to get the lights fixed. I have ex-

if people drive together.''

plained that that's the pattern.''

Coming to America may' have been
easy for Prince Akeem, the character
liddie Murphy played in the hit
movie of the same name, but for
foreign students at Howard, the experience is not as smooth.
''Before coming here I had a very
good perception of Afro-Americans.
I considered .them my brothers and
sisters despite the negative images I
saw on television and in films, said
Olanyi Areke, a graduate film student from Nigeria.
But the way they react to your accent make you feel funny-like the
English you've been speaking is
wrong . It makes you feel inferior."
Areke added that because students
have difficulty understanding
Africans and consider their accent

•
•

HOMECOMING
TEERING.
COMMITTEE '
Chairman & Treasurer
-

security office at 328-4601 to voice
their opinions.

"'

•
''funny,'' Africans are often afraid my department and in the• school
at
to ''open their mouth's in class."
larg~ . Students wanted to know
He said after spending more time abOut Africa and I was treated equalin America, African students get ac-:- ly by the majority of professors,''
customed to this problem.
Areke said.
But Areke believes this is not
Ijeoma, another Nigerian stui:lent,
before bei.ng asked questions such as:
''Did you buy thos~ clothes here? Did agrees with Areke and believes that
you wear clothes in Africa? Do you the onlY. reason she is treated diffferentl f is because of her accent.
five in trees?''
''No African comes through here
without hearing some kinds of ques' 'Students find it difficult to
tions like these .
understand me sometimes because of
_, Eventually, Africans understand my accent.'' said the communications
why and how Americans have been art s major .
programmed to think a certian way
Otherwise, she said, she is treated
towards Africa and Africans,'' he by students and professors just like
said.
anyone else.
Andrew Millington, a mass comAs a transfer student, Areke said
that, compared tci other schools, he munications graduate student from
Barbados, said that he was virtually
was well received here.
ignored until he started co speak up
''The film department is Afro·
centric in nature. I was welcomed in see America, page S

'
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Campus
events

Friday, Dec. 2 at 5:10 p.m.The
school-wide Lecture Series Committee will sponsor a slide lecture
on ''Past and Current Design
Works'' &y Thomas Grandona of
Thomas .I Grandon'a Associates,
Architect1 in San Diego. The ~ l c-:: ·
lure will be held in the HH7vf auditoriurrl in the · School of
ArchitecUure and Planning. ·
Friday, Dec. 2 from II a.m.-4
p.m. The Atlanta University

School of Library and Information Studies will host the third annual Children's Book Fair in the
Blackburn Center.

"
Saturday, Dec. 3 from 1-7
p,.m.All organizational pictl,lres
will be taken for the Bison Yearbook in room G-06 in Blackburn.
Saturday, Dec. 3 at 7 p.m. The
Ladies of Inspiration will sponsor
a musical program entitled ''The
Anointing Breaks the Yoke'• to be
held in Rankin C~.apel . Admission
is free.

Thursday, Dec. 8 at 7:30
p.m.The Caribbean Students AssoCiation will host a dinner and
variety show in the Blackburn
Ballroom. Admission is $6 for
students and $8 for the general
public. Tic_k.IK'must be-purchased
in
advaflce at Crarnton Au, . .

'
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Package Handlers
Wanted
1

~§

APPLICATIONS FOR
EMPLOYMENT ARE
AVAILABLE

•

$7 /hr. to start

$1 /hr. tuition assistance
after 30 days.

~ Roadway

•

I

Package Systems hires college
§ students to load and unload our step vans. If 8
you are looking for extra dollars or work experience for your resume, this is an excellent
opportunity. Roadway Package Systems is the
fastest growing transportation company in the
United States. Upon graduation opportunities
'<ist in sales, marketing, ·computers,
~ngineering, etc. Several of our full-time
managers were hired from the package
handler ranks. Shifts currently available 5pm
- 1 Opm, M-F and 1 am - 6am, M-F. For more
information call 595-4466 or stop by 6700
Distribution Drive, Beltsville, MD.

Must have a minimum cumulative grade
poiQt ·average of 2.5 Other details on
qualification and responsibilitie~ are including on application.
•

Interviews for .qualified
candidates
are
.
scheduled for December 9th.

......... 1 11,.1.111.

•
•
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Shaka's save, goal propel team past P·hiladel p'h ia
By Donovan Marks
Hillto p Staff Reporter

. The Bison Boo1ers defeated
Philadelphia College of Textiles and
S~ietice on penalty kicks after a tense
doqble overtime game on Nov. 20 at
Gr.e ene Stadium.
A crowd of about 2,000 watched
in the rain with bated breath as
goalkeeper Shaka Hislop made the
save on Philadelphia's final penalty

and then scored H;oward's.
~
Hislop called it ''the most tension-·
fil led game of the season''as both
teams emerged sco~eless at the end of
regulation time.
Howard's only goal came about 10
minutes before the end of the overtime period when foreward Waidi
Akanni crossed a pass from the right

side. The ball went·by a defender and
found Anthony Laird in the center,
who pushed it past goalkeeper Tony
Faticoni.
..
The clock ticked down to 44
seconds and a Howard victory was
looming when a Philadelphia
foreward rushed down the left side
and kicked a high shot . .
Hi.s lop pushed the ball, it hit the
post and fell on the head of
Philadelphia foreward Hugh Langen,
who was waiting at the far post; he
scored with the header and brought
the Blue Devils back into the game.
''Because we had the better of
them, we forgot what we had to
do ... to keep them off,'' explains
Lai id.
.
The tied score, at the end of the
overtime period, meant that the game
would be decided by penalty kicks.
Each team would send a player to
take a penalty kick (about 12 yards
from the goal) one-on-one against the
opposing goalie. '
The teams would take shots, alternating for five series of shots. The
Gne with the better shooting record
would be the winner.
Should there be a tie, the teams
would c6ntinue td alternate kicks until one team scores and the other
misses within the same series of kicks.
By the time a game gets to this
stage, there is usually a high level of
tension and anxiety as__it___hg_cQmes
clear that both teamS are almost tvenIy matched.
The tension was evident when

-- photo by Donovan Marks
1

Peter Isaacs lunges for the ball as Chris Thomas (13) and Monday Kanu
look on.
-l ,

photo by Marty Lewis

•
Members of the soccer team embrace on the fiekl ofter their victory ov,:er Philadelphia Temle.
•
Philadelphia's Guy Furfaro approch- <l;nd pushed the ball safely away from five series ,' the score was tied.
In the sixth series; Qeorge Limed the ball with Hislop in the goal and the goal.
At that point the Howard fans rose banovnos' kick touched Hislop's
a hush suddenly fell over the crowd .
Furfaro approached the ball, kicked their feet and cheered Hislop
outstretched fingers but still found
and scored, sending Hislop the wrong
Laird approached for the Bison the back of the net.
·
way.
with a chance to win riding on one
Howard's Harold Heath ran up
Akanni then completed the first kick; he fired; the crowd fell silent; and easily scored his shot.
Philadelp~ia's Faticoni dived and
- Series 7 had the same results with
series with a goal for the Bison.
PJiiladelphia's Jon Staines and
Philadelphia 's Kirk Smith ap- stopped the shot.
The shoot-oUt continued and(after HdV(ard's Isaacs.
pro3.che.d and kicked; Hislop dived
•

Philadelphia' s

Langen

and

Howard's Chris Thomas both scored
to complete series 8 .
In series 9 Aaron Behrens approached and kicked; Hislop dived

•

and pushed the ball away. The crowd
rose to its feet and cheered.

Akanni signalled to the referee that
Hislop was to take the next shot for
the Bison.
•

•

see .Textile, page I I

photo by Donovan Marks
•

Shako Hislop Saves o penalty against the Cavaliers of Virginia.
The team went On to win 3-2, and earn o place in the NCAA semi-final,.
'

'

Faits participate

The Smith Corona Correcting Ca.ssette.

By Donovan Marks

•
· Prisoners of old-fashioned
correction systems, freedom is
here.
Smith Corona's Correcting
Cassette means an end to
twists, tangles and fumbles.
It's an easy-to-load, drop-in
correction tape you can insert in
mere seconds.
Thffe are no spools to
un,wind. No complicated threading. No n1ore muttering under
your breath ~It's that simple.
What's just as simple is
our Right Ribbon System'." It
simply J?revents you from
usirig the wrong combillation
of ribbon and correcting
cassette.
You'll find our Correcting
Cassette and Right Ribbon
System on the Smith Corona
XL 2500 typewriter.
You'll also find lots of other

•

great features on the XL 2500like the Spell-Right' " 50,000
word electronic dictionary, full
line correction, WordEraser•
and more.
You might expect a typewriter this sophisticated to cost
a bundle, but the XL 2500 is
surprisingly affordable.
All of which makes it
one of the best values
you can find today,1
Case closed. ,

•

\

ID!!'

For inort information on this product. write to Smith Corona Corporation. 65 Locust Avenue, New Canaan.CT 06840
or Smith Coron4 (Canada Ltd .), 440 Tapscott Road. Scarborough.Ontario.Canida MIS 1Y4.

•

•
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Hooter victories

quarter-final round game.
Hilltop Staff Reporter
· The sharp-shooting strike force of
''brigadier'' Anthony Laird, Peter
''Za-za'' Isaacs and Waidi Akanni
By the time The H{llrop is published had Virginia goalie Tony Meola
this week, the Bison will be in Bloom- (number one in the nation) so
ingdale Indiana, preparing for the frustrated that halfway through the
semi-finals of the NCAA soccer first half, he started to consistently
championships on Saturday and punt his goal kicks out of bounds.
Sunday.
There is one entity, however,
The Booters finished a Jong hard which really showed its potential durregular season with a number seven , ing the Virginia game ... the Howard
spot in the Intercollegiate Soccer fans.
Association of America (ISAA) polls.
''They were our 13th man," said
In the first-round champion'Ship head coach Keith Tucker. ''They kept
game against Philadelphia Textile, the spirit a1ive."
Shaka Hislop scored the winning
The Howard presence was
penalty with the poise reminiscent of undeniable in Virginia. Defying the
Pele's I ,OOOth.
rain, which fell throughout most of
The indestructable Boater defense, the game, they came with drum s and
with ''general'' Chris Thomas and other tools of percussiqn.
the Williams brothers (Irving ·and
''Run dem down! Howard goin'
Michael) rendered the Virginia run dem down!''shouted the Howard
foreward line innocuous in the fiery contingent, Jed by Gerard Legall and

Nigel Fanfare.
''The f.ans played an important
part,' 'said midfielder Harold Heath.
''Even though we were two goals
down, jusc kpowing they were there
helped.''
1
' I'm hoping we can get the same
kind of support for the other
games, ''said Tucker. ''We need about
three busloads to keep us going."
The Howard University Student
Association, the Caribbean Students
Association and the Office of Student
Activities are ~ponsoring a Dus trip to
the games, which includes overnight
accomodations. (As of Thursday
night, seats were still available).
The other three teams in the semifinal round are South Carolina

(14-3-4), Indiana (15-3-3) and

Portland (21-0).
Howard (18-0-1) will play South

Carolina on Saturday at noon.

Grap piers gear up for new
By Jason B. Johnson
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Wrestling is one of the oldest
sports known to man. In Africa it
was used by certain tribes as a right
of passage for young warriors . It was
one of the original sports of the ancient
Greek
Olympics.
. . ·This week, Howard's Grapplers
will face stiff tournament competition in preparation for their division
season.
The · team will compete at the
Midlands tournament (in Evanston
Illinois) which hosted more than 20
teams last year, and features athletes
of national and international caliber.
Head coach Paul Cotton·is cautiously
optomistic about this year's team.
''I've had coaches from other
•
teams come over and compliment us
on our performance. What I want to
·. see is how much heart we. have,
potential means nothing unless you
do something with it, ''said Cotton.
· In his 10 years with the Howard
wrestling program Cotton thinks this

•

sea~on

•
is the most talented squad he has ever biggest tournaments in the· country;
there are going to be a lot of world
had.
At a recent tournament, the team class athletes in this competition''
finished fifth out of 11, which speaks
well of the team's chances of making
•'Morgan State has always
a run at the division championship dominated the conference in the past,
and qualifying for national competi· but now we have a full team, whereas
tion. Cotton sees several wrestlers as
possible standouts, an he thinks this
before we woutd loose matches
year's freshmen look promising.
Sophomore Gary Brown is in Cot- before they started (due to a shortage
ton's view a ''great heavyweight; of wrestlers in all the weight
right now there's no doubt in my classes)," said Parks.
mind that he is one of the best in the
The team will 1Jnly bC having three
country.''
\
home meets this season, and they will
~~fartain Gooden, a 134-pound
junior, and Michael Parks, artother h;lve to get by with marginal support
junior ·wrestling at 158 pounds, are from the sports department.
expected to do well this year; both
finished second last year in the
·."I don't .think it (the schedule) is
MEAC.
,
· fair; wrestling comes next to last as ·
They exptc;ft this to be their year. far as Slots for home meets are con''J'm pretty enthusiastic about this ·cerned. I wish we could have more,''
season. My freshman year I came in commented Parks.
third and my sophomore year I
.
finished second. So this year I would
''l.-ast year we came in second in
like to win the MEAC," said the division, which is as good as the
G~den, who is a1so looking forward
Basketba11 team did bu.t we got no
to the Midlands. "This is one of the recognition,'' said Gooden.

\
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Basketball team
struggles in est
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By Vincent Jones
Hilltop Staff

(

~eporter

'

The theme of the 1988 men's
basketball team is ''tOgetherness."
Togetherness will be needed because
this year's team is in a state of
transition.

•

Racism in
college
football

photo by David Embden
•

I

•

Howard Shor.. s get off to a quic .. start . So far, this year's team hos suffered from a shortage of manpower.
Read carefully and understand
this for what it really is ... classic
racism.
Until last Saturday college foot~
ball's top (\VO teams were led by

Sharks get·split results in ·meets

black quarterbacks ·(number one

By Deborah Dorsey

Noire Dame by Tony Rice , and
Rodney Pete of the USC Trojans).
H owever, \Vhen discussing top
quarterback candidates ~Or the
H eisman Trophy it is t\vo_Whites

Hilltop Staff Repor1er

The outnumbered Howard University swim team played against the
odds again this week, but came ·out
on top in one of two meets against
top ranked competitors Loyola and
the University of . Maryland of
Baltimore County (UMBC).
''We managed to pull it off
again,'' said head coach Eric
· Howard, ''but our size js making the
struggle even harder.''
The battle began Monday evening
when
the
Sharks
went
stro ke -fbr-st ro k-e
with Baltimore's Loyola to bring
home the victory with a final score of
132-109.
To secure their victor}', team
members Christopher Gayle, Dexter
Brown, Jason Seaford, Gregory
Sampson, Tracy Freeland, John
Adams, and MichaCJ Houston locked up first places in the JOO-meter
freestyle,
400-meter medley, 200-meter
freestyle, 50-meter freestyle,
200-meter individual medley,
200-meter backstroke, 200-meter butterfly, ·and
diving
events.
On Tuesday evening, the Sharks
went up against UMBC but were not
as
successful.
''Both night s were good meets',''
said Howard, "but Tuesday night, we
were
ju st
outmanned.

\vho seem to lead the polls.
Troy Aikman of UCLA, and
Steve Walsh, of Miami, have been

•

tapped by the ''experts'' as the
best QB's in college football. If the
''experts'' woJld check themselves
they would discover that they have
perverted the t radition and mean·ing that the Heisman is supposed .
to represent.
When it was originated, the goal
of the trophy \Vas to award the
best offensive player in college
football, whose actions led himself
and hi !.- team to victory and success. Jn the past, whenever a QB
\Von the troph'y \Vords like leadership, n1aturity, sacrifice, and team
spirit \1:ere all used to set him upon
a pede!.- tal, above the average
player. Coincidentally these guys
were usually tall, blonde, \vhites-for a picture, refer to the nearest
.Sports Illu strated spread on Troy
1
jAikman.
i
With the, emergance of black
quarterbacks who have these
qualities the definition of a
'' Hei sma n'' caliber QB s_hanged.
Leadership, maturity, sac rifice,
and team spirit took a back seat
to the· terms NFL style quarterback, pure passer, and draftabili1y. These new definitions are just
nice ways of saying ''you're good,
·but you're black so you don't really count.''
Dalla s CO\\•boys personnel
director Gil Brandt recentl~1 ''explained'' why Aikman is the best.
''Pete is a better-suited quarterbac·k for college, whereas Aikman
is more of a pure passer.'' He \vent
on to say that Aikman's overhand
delivery and pure dropback passing style put him above those improvising quarterbacks.
Doesn't it make perfect sense
" that you shou ld he voted the nati on's best co llegiate athlete
because of. what scouts think you
will do whe11 you get into the pr9fessional ranks?
,
Gee, some'o ne really ought to
' tell John Elway and Randall Cunningha11~ that that scrambling stuff
they do is not real NFL footbal~.
I guess th<i.t a lso means that when
they win gan1es doing it that it's
just luck. (also tell Elway that if
he keeps scrambling like he does
~
he may just turn black).
In the end let's look at some
hard figures and see what they say.
Troy Aikman, the top candidate
for the Heisman, has completed
209 passes for 2,599 yards and 23
touchdowns. His UCLA Bruins
1have a reco~d oJ 9-2-0, and are
ranked nu1nOer nine in the nation.
Steve Wa lsh, of Miami, has
completed 213 passes for 2,517
yards and 28 touchdowns. The
Miami Hurricanes are currently
9-1-0, and ate ranked third.
Just comp3ring these twopn the
basis of the NFL numbers argument it would seem that Walsh's
better numbers should rr.r1k him
above Aikman .
Rodney Pete has 208 completions for 2,654 yards and 18 TD' s.
See, if only he were as good a
passer as Aikman he wouldn't
• have just 55 more passing yards on
one less pass completion. You can
also fo'rget the fact that. his team
is the 'number two team in the nation, with a better record than
Miami or UCLA.
Last, but not least, the number
one team in the nation, Notre
Dame, undefeated, is led by Rice.
As .far as leadership goes, he has
led his team to victories over USC
and Miami. Y.et when discussing
Heisman hopefutls even the
Washington Post (Nov. 28th)
neglected to mention his name.
Well I'm just glad we have real
''exp·e rts'' who can explain to us
what it is that'· makes a Heisman
winner. Keep up the good work

•

•

terfly with an official time of 50.47
seconds, and the 200-meter butterfly
with a time of I :55 .24; Gayle broke
the 47 .83 second 100-meter freestyle
with a new time of 47. 76 seconds,
and the 200..-meter individual medley
with a time of 2:03.44, shaving .51
seco nds
off
the
record.
According to Howard, Houston's
previous seven months of hard practice is comparable to a year's worth
of
improvements.
Other records that were broken
were the men's 400-meter medley
relay with a time of 3:34.95, by Senford,
the
men's
100-meter
breaststroke by Sampson with a time
of 59.41 Seconds, and the men' s
400-meter freestyle relay by Gayle,
Freeland, Houston, and Brown .
''We didn't win.o.verall,:\wt out of
nine teams, \Ve did place seventh ,
beating out top ranked Jbhn Hopkins
and William and Marry College.
That says a lot in itself about our
potential,''
added
Howard .
, Although they didn't have as
·outstanding a night as did the men' s
team, Lady Sharks' Camille Richards
and Lori duTrieuille had a very impressive
'
showing.
The Sharks left Thursday for the
three-day James Madison Invitationals, in Virginia.

•
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GOT A GOOD IDEA FOR BUSINESS?
HAVE AN EXISTING BUSINESS?

Salute

1

•

''We had about the same numbei;.
in quantity as the other team did, but
when it came to quality, they had us
beat.''
·
For every event the Sharks placed
first in, their opponents had second,
third, and fourth pla~e~. Under the
9-4-3-2-1-0 point system (wherein the
first place finisher receives nine
points and the next'place finishers get
corresponding points) the score eventually evened out and all successful
efforts seemed .to be wasted, at least
on
the
overall
scale.
''Until we find a way or Howard
re-evaluates its current program,
things will remain this way. The
school really needs to add more
money to the program for recruitmen t.,''
said
Howard.
''Until then, we may 11ever get a
chance to really increase our team' s
quality and quantity at the same
time."
Individua lly, top Swimmers
Micheal Houston and Christopher
Gayle n1ade waves as they placed first
and second in their events.
''I would say that they are the two
strongest swimmers on the team
· now,"
said Howard. ''They broke four
school records during the Carolina
Pride Invitationals that were held at
the Univiersity·of North Carolina la.St
•,
wee k ~1 1
Houston broke the former record
of 51.4 seconds in the 100-meter but-

to
Blacks
•

1n

Put it on Paper and into a Written Plan.

The School of Business and Public Administration
in cooperation with the Small Business Development
Center (SBDC) invites you to participate in the
'

''SALUTE TO BLACKS IN BUSINESS''

mini-conference, February 22-23, 1989, b¥ entering
the "STUDENT ENTREPRENEUR CONTEST''
which consists of writing a business plan:
If you are interested, you can pick up a BUSINESS
PLAN OUTLINE in the SBDC in the School of
Business, Rm. 128 and return it by January 16, 1989.
'

Business

If you are not excited now, you will be. The winners
of the contest will be honored and receive cash and
prizes on February 23rd, at a luncheon during
the Conference.
GOOD LUCK!!

For more information call 636-5150 or come by the SBDC office.
•

•

Head coach A.B. Williamson, going into his 14th season as coach,
feels that this year's team is one of
no-name players.
With no returning starters and one
senior on the roster, the team is quite
young and relatively small.
Picked to place sixth in the MEAC,
Williamson and his coaching staff
find this a big challenge .
''I have had to go from A 'to Z but
we must be patient, they have the
ability,'' commented Williamson .
Expecting a slow start, Williamson
looks for the team to improve,
becoming a much better squad by the
end of the season.
The team had mixed showings in
• their recent West Coast trip, loosing
Saturday's seaso n opener at the
University of Southern California
71-49.
They shot only 26. 7 percent and
committed 19 turnovers. They did
manage to defeat California State Dominquez Hills 61-48.
For the team to be competitive the
Bison plan on using a press defense.

The press strategy of lhe Bison is one
of making the opposltion play Bison
ball, npt to strip the ball and simply
cause turnovers.
This year's schedule, which will
bring 1_3 home games tO Burr Gymnasium, is the kind of schedule
Williamson wants for the team.
With no returning starters to fill
the leadership role Williamson will.be
looking for senior. Chuck Smalley to -fill the void .'
.
,.,Sophomore guard Sean Mason Will
also be looked upon-io give an emo- ~
tional lift to the team.
The scoring load this year will be
placed upon the shoulders of 6-2
sophomore guard Milton Bynum Of
Fort Washington, Maryland .
Bynum, a long-range bomber,
came on ~ trong at the· end of last ·
season and has the m~kings of a star.

a

Concern over rebOunding,
crucial part of how the Bison will fair
this season, has assistant coach Ron
Curtis spending a lot of time with
6'9'' junior Jack Smith ·of Denver,
who will be looked upon heavily to·
dominate the offensive and defensive
boards.
Strong play is expected of Tyrone
Po\·vell •. wh9 in Williamson's opinion
has a nice shot, but must stay down
by the box so that he can create threepoint opportunities .

Sharks look to Sampsof?,
Richards for leadership
,

.

Lenora Harris

'

Hil11 op Staff Reporter

. The title of the 1987-1988 Tri-state
Swimming Champs is held by none
other than the Howard University
Sharks, and with swimmers like
Camille Richard s, there is no need to
wonder wh.y.
Richard s, a sophomore on the
women's swim team at Howard, ha's
been named most valuable female
swi mmer for the past t.wo years. Not
only is swimm ing an. important part
of her life, but also a major reason
for her being at Howard.
''They offered me a swimming
scholarship, so I decided to go here.
It seemed like a wise decision,'' said
Richards .
Richards, a native of Trinidad,
entered Howard in spring 1987, ''and
she's performed well for each year
she's been here," said coach Eric ·
Howard .
The marketing major in the School
of Business and Public Adminstration, is here on a full-tuition athletic
scholar ship which is renewable ·
yearly.
Richards said swimming in the
states as opposed to swimming in
Trinidad was enlightening.
''Swimming at a college level is
very different from the age-groups I
was accustomed to back home," said
Richards. ''At college level, coaches
expect you to be more responsible.
They treat you like adults, and you
basically have to want to do it,
because they won't force you to."
In the 1987 Black Nationals Swimming Championship, RiChards was
voted most valuable female swimmer.
In the 1987 Tri-State Swimming
Championship she won two gold
medals and one silver medal.
Richards aspires to reach the 1992
Olympics, but is concentrating on
what she does best.
''My main events that I swim are
the 200 and 400 ifldividual medley,,,
said Richards.
The medley relay ·team conlp,rises
four swimmers, each swimming four
competitive strokes: backstroke,
breaststroke, butterfly and freestyle.
Tile length of an Olympic-size pool
is 50 meters, whereas the length of a
short-course pool is 25 meters. So,
the 200-meter individual medley ls
four lengths of each stroke in an
.Olympic-size pool.
Richards also the respect and admiration of her teammates and
friends:
''Camille Richards is a superb and
beautiful swimmer. To see her in the
water is like seeing the most incredible swimming animal ever," . said
Robert Crawford, a member of the
tennis team .
.._
Greg
a member of the
, Sampson,
.
men s swim team, also had praise for
Richards .
''Sometimes I hate her because
she's so good. She's one of the few
people that can put pressure on you
for every swim set. She's a very versatile swimmer," said her fellow

..
teammate.
Sampson, a fourth-year student in
the School of Engineering, began his
swimming path in his native .town of
Swedesboro, New Jersey .
''In Swedesboro, there is flot too
much to do. All we had was a basketball court and _a community pool.
They took do\\;n the basketball court
and they didn't leave us any alter: .
native,'' said Sampson.
.
The 21-year-old electrical engineer~ng major ~as discovere~ by H oward
!fl 1984.
''In December 1984, 1'· was at'6.
swim meet at Swarthmore College in
Pennsylvania, and the Temple
University women's coach noticed
me. She decided ·to take my name and
number , and give it to Coach Yhonne
Shambur:ger, the former swim coach
at Howard.''
Sampson also entered Howard on
an athletic scholarship in 1985.
''The reason why the Temple
University <;oach referred me to
Howard was because she ~new that
black swimmers were few and far between, and they encoura_$e us to go to
black schools.''
In the 1987-1988 Tri-State Championship; Greg Sampson was co:.most
valuable swimmer, along with team-mate Micheal Houston. Although
he has consistently won the coach 's
Hardest Worker Award (1985-1986,
1986-1987), this is Sampson's last
year on the team. Because of the National Colle'giate Athletic Association
(NCAA) swimming chariipionships
regulations, athletes are only allowed four years on a team and four
years of an athletic scholarship; ·ac·
cording to Sampson.
The four.th-year swim team
member said that swimming is not a
very pracr)cal career anyway. ,
''Coaches have called swimmming
the 'means to an ends sport' because
you can't go into the field making
money; you can't be a professional
swi mmer. So swimming is basically
a sport that gets you from A ' to B,"
said the aspiring OlymP,ic swimmmer .
Teammates of Sampson" have
spoken of his committment to swi~
ming \Yell . ''Greg is very dedicated to
swimming and he has great potential
to achieve excellence from swimming,'' said Cami lle Richards.
Members of the swim teams (which
are composed of two different teams:
the women's which has three
members, and the men's .which has 17
members) swim an equivalent of 7
miles per day, said Howard. He feels
that his swimmers are some of the
best in the country.
''I believe that the swimmers on
our swim team potentially can beat
any where from 90 to 100 percent of
the people in college,'' said
Howard.''
Howard had praise for Sampson
and Richards, two of the best swimmers from both teams.
''I think that they will get better
and be better than they've ever been
before," said the coach .

'·
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This week in HU sports
Quarterback Lee DeBose has been chosen as the Mid~~astern Athletic
Conference offensive player of the year, league off1c1als announced
Tuesday.
DeBose has passed for 1,458 yards and 20 touchdowns and run
for 549 yards and four touchdowns in leading the Bison to a 7-4
season record.
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Farrakhan
continued from page 2
and bow tie, Farrakhan expressed
admiration for Jackson, ''he's one of
the most brilliant nlen we have.'' But
1even though'' Jess~ had 90 percent of
all black people,'' in 1988, ''he didn't
feel good until white folks came and
said 'v.•e like you Jesse.' ''
••Jesse gave up his own black base.
He loves white folks more than he
loves his own people. Otherwise he
would stand up for himself."
''I'm not gonna'' apologize like my
brother. Not until white people
apologize for the hell that they've
given black people for the last 400
years.
Farrakhan says the media paints
him as the culprit , wher'eas he is the
victim of their propaganda. ''I'm a
warrior. I'm not a punk . I am not
gonna' lay down and let white folks
say anything they want to about me
and I just keep my mouth shut."
The crowd cheered.
''I'm not afraid of the government I'm not afraid of Jews, I'm not
afraid of white people. I'm not afraid
of what they will do. l 'm born to die
for the rise of black men and women
•all Over the earth, '' he said.
No longer are ''they'' able to use
education, religipn or the empty political promises to control black peo,

pie, Farrakhan said. In his opinion,
'' they'' are using drugs .
''The only thing to hold, control,
or contain you is to feed you drugs
and destroy your ability to think
clearly,'' Farrakhan said. You don't
bring the drugs in the country. You
don't own any boats, no aircraft, but
it's getting in.' ~
.
A limited study of the sciences
proves that prolonged results of drug
use is death and breakdown of the
organism, he said of dru~ abuse.
''Can you imagine human beings falling in love with that which destroy' s
them.''

"Jesse gave up his own
black base. He loves white
folks more than he loves his
own people.
-Minister Farrakhan
Addressing another problem in the
African-American community, Farrakhan outlined the path of socialization of bad relationships in the
home, which, he said, continues with
a l::t.ck of self-esteem and perpetuation of self-hate at school. The results
in a person who is insecure in who
and what they are, Farrakhan concluded .
''You learn history, but you never .
learn ab~ut yourself. You learn ge-

con~inued

from page 1

white people.

''You learn social science as it
they're the author of it. Ain't nobody
taught you nothing about yourself
and your origin in the world and
what your contributed to the onward
march of civilization so you're more
insecure, but you're intelligent, but

•
•

you're emotionally insecure, psycho-_

logically immature but your mind is
growing now," he said in a staccato
rattle.
''You're growing on one side and
a little child on the other side, seeking pleasure because the pain of rejection, the pain of your life is 'too
much.
_
''It is in this state that ''somebody
takes drugs, another takes alcohol,
another has a lot of illicit sex and
some just sit and eat,'' Farrakhan
said of attempts to cover th~ p~in.
Being honest with yourself and
then with God is the key to coming
out of this, he said. This is the first
step in rebuilding relationships, and
with that will come power ''to handle the vicissitudes of life.''
Farrakhan admonished students to
admit their faults and first try to ·reestablish their natural relationship

7

with God.
''Get into the books. Get away
from the party and begin making
Yourself into something of value, that
you may make a cont·ribution to your
people,'' he said.

.

continu~d

from page 2

'
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conference at the university are only in class.
two of the reasons he feels there is a
''Up until the time you have
sl ack~ning of interest in African- something to say, they (students)
American concerns on campus today. treat you as if you're not there. Only
''I cut my ties with Morehouse . after participation in class discussions
because of the same things, '' the 1949 do people respect you.''
Mo rehouse graduate and 1962-69
Millington also believes that some
head of ~o reho u se's Engli sh depart- students resent the fact that foreign
ment said.
students are .able to come to America
Henderson , who has published to study and are surprised when the
more than 40 articles in publications foreign students do well .
such as Ebony and Black World and
';
two books, in addition to con''They don't expect us to perform
tributing chapters to a number o f as well and are actually shocked when
books. feel s that Howard isn't doing we do better. Because ofa lack of inenough for African-American artists. fo rmati on, they think because
''There 's a great need for a jour- we came here to study we have very
nal to feature the works of black ar- little intelligent people in our countists," he said.
try,'' he said .

" This is the logical place for all

More often than not, most people

these things to be happening,'' he
said, '' I &et frustrated with the
students and fac uity when these
thi ngs are nol explored.
''People used to look forward to
1he writers co nference, and it didn't
case that much money," Henderson
.recalled. ''Now the Afro-American
Studies Reading Room is a one-man
information center .

are intrigued b y Millington coming
fr om the Caribbean and consider it
exotic. H owever, he also gets his
share of questions.
''Americans think that all you do
is lie around all day and tan in the
sun . TheYask you questions like, 'So
what do you do at home, lie around
on the beach? You're from Barbados. What part of Jamaica 1s

'

Research

'

The Investment Banking Division
of

great service to our investigators and
researchers,'' Mann said.

Goldman, Sachs & Co.

'

''Researchers have more or less
worked alone or with the deans of
their schools. But we are getting
smarter and more sophisticated in
our approach,'' he added.

invites the students of
Howard University
w an information session on the
two-year Financial Analyst Program .

The Office of Research and Administration will seek fund s, set up
student laboratories, as well as
graduate assistantships, Mann said .
''Ours will be a service office to the
researchers, building greater enthusiasm and productivity in the
research process,'' Mann said.
' 'We're introducing a faster, more
efficient method of doing things."
.

•

I
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•

'' Whether that research is done in
medicine or chemistry, or analyzing
one of the social problems affecting
a culture, it is important to the
university. The ultimate purpose is td
make the community a better
place.''
•

Mann also said, the new office will
utilize computers which will make the
research process ''more efficient and
economical.''
He pointed out that over the past
few years many universities have centralized their resear~h activities and
he said he is more concerned with the
actual products of a more efficiently Elizabeth Lloyd contributed to this
run operation.
t story.

'

•

that?'''
''Afro-Americans are more ethnoMillington feels that Americans are centric than I expected. They are
ignorant about a lot of other coun- more patriotic to a county that
tries and therefore, ask these kinds of doesn't do as much for them as it
should," she added.
questions.
Socially, some foreign s'tudents are
''I take it in stride. It's not my job
to re-educate them,'' he said.
having problems. Areke said it took
Millington said his overall , ex- a very long time before getting to a
perience at Howard has been a level where he would be invited to go
positive one. Before coming to somewhere outside of the classroom
America he thought that African- or school ~nv ironment .
Chinazor Onianwah , a Nigerian,
Americans were materialistic.
''Howard has made me realize that
alsf? had some of the same problemi." there are a lot more positive things
At home I was taught that the
going on. Afro-Americans are really
man was respansible for paying for
serious about themselves. Howard
the date. When I offered to pay for
provided a very good base for me to
ev_eryth1ng as well as help her
see blacks from the diaspora who
reinstate her telephone, she thought
were committed to education," he
I was trying to impress her oi buy her
love,'' he said.
said.
Diane Smith, a Canadian-graduate · · Oninanwah said before coming tb
AmeriCan he th:bught that all
student studying audiology at
African-Americans
were
Howard, said that she was not treated
middle-class.
negatively. She said that students
were more interested and curious . ''I read Ebony and E;ssence and
thought that everyone had a job.
about her because she came fro m
Then I came here and I saw teenage
another country.
pregnancy, ghettos and broken fam She did experience culture sli.ock
milies.''
though.
He soon realized that one must
''The way people interact interperwork very hard to survive and said
sonally is more abrupt, and there is
some African students are going back
a lot more crime here,'' she said.
home because ·it is so difficult here.
Smith is disappointed that students
'' For myself, I think in some ways
here know so little about Canada and
it's worse here than in Nigeria, but
African-American s in Canada
I can't go back until I've finished
although it borders on the United
school or it would be like a failure .
States.

]''A Jniversity exists in large
measure because of the research ef• forts which are made to improve the
standard of living of people,'' Mann
continued from page 1 stressed .

•
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With 'his trademark style1 Farrakhan stirs listeners ot Burr Gymnasium

continued from page 1

continued from page 1

chapter recepients were Nancy him as the crowd laughed
Owens, junior mathematics major continuously. j
''Our history has been kept away
and Laura D. Richards, a senior in
from \lS so long that we don't feel
the Sch'o ol of Human Ecology.
Members are also given a chance comfo\°table with who we are so now
to improve their leadership skills and we are more willing to pay physicians
build a network among students with to change our facial features. We are
not comfortable with the man that we
similar interests.
1
-lAs a member in a leadership po- see staring back at us in the mirror .''
Many students who attended the
sition, I have been able to sharpen my
leadership, interpersonal and com- program said they left enlightened
munication skills," said Corey Sul- and informed .
'' I thought it was very enlightenley, senior business major and former
ing, for those brothers and sisters
president of the Howard chapter.
1
· '1
like the opportunity to do who are searching for a hidden
volunteer work in the community,'' truth," said Hebrew BenJudah, a
said Janeen Jackson, a junior en- senior electrical engineering maj or,
who.alortg with other members of the
gineering major and new member.
''Last year -the chapter tutored . Progressive Student Movement atsome local students in math arid En- tended the program.
glish. I'd like to help in those type of
activities," said Jackson.
Samira Murphy , a resident of
The Gold Key National Honor· So- Virginia, said she heard about the
ciety was s~a rt i:;d at Georgia State program on WOL radio station
University by a group of under, where Browder had spoken earlier in
graduate student s in November, the day.
1977. Since thdn, the organization
'' I have heard him speak before
has grown to mo re than 100 chapters, a nd I think it gives student s a sense
four of which are on predominantly of id'e ntity," Murphy said after the
African-American campu ses.
lecture.

5

ography but it cloud_ed your mind
a out yo~rself. You learned
ma!hemant1cs as if it came from

Henderson America

Browder

Hon~r
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BUBBLES
CUTS APROflLE
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Auditorium
I
Schoui of Business and Public Administration
2600 6th Street, NW

. NG OUT: Washington, D.C.
AN AGE: 20·25
AJOR CAREER INTEREST:
cademics & international
,;travel when the other gets
;,me ,crown!
..
MINOR CAREER INTEREST:

Students from all majors welcome
Informal Dress

' Reception to Follow ,

Modeling/acting.
WHY AM I OOING ALL THIS?
The exposure.
OTE: Life is a maze with

t)lany paths, and I may try
mall!
·
HAIRCUTTER: Bubbles-

Please address questions to:
Roszell Mack
Goldn1an, Sachs & Co.
85 Broad Street
New York , New York 10004

se they're a cut a

bubbes

•

Haircutters

2020 K SlrMI. NW 659-5005

.

11'.lZ> Vttll'IOll Ave.. NW 737.5970
201 MlllMChusettsAve .. NE !>46-7343
205 P.....,•l""•n~ """-· SE 543 -1245
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Who's calling 'the shots?
.1 .

, A un1vers1ty t.h at puo
. f esses 1nte
. 11ectual
freedom can ill afford td squelch the college
press' right to free expr\:ssion. Such control
of the medi,a, as occurred1two weeks ago at the
Hilltop, runs against th5 grain of American
. values and makes the college press a mere
mouthpiece for the college administration.
During the wee hours of Friday, November
18, Howard University administrators saw fit
to halt the printing of the Hilltop. An administrator called the Hilltop's printer to explain that the Editor-in:chief would probably
be making changes on one editorial and instructed the general manager of the printing
plant tq await her arrival. The Editor,
' however1 had yet to be informed of any proposed _changes in the newspaper's content.
The editorial in question had earlier passed
· the inspection of the Hilltop's legal counsel,
who assured Hilltop management ·that the
·-- editorial was entirely legal as written. The
newspaper was taken to the printer with this
understanding. At 11 a.m. Friday, the Editor
received a call from a staff member who explained that the editorial would have to be
changed or else university administrators might
prevent the newspaper's publication. When the
Editor arrived at the Hilltop, the lawyer expiained that, due to doubts about his previous
advice, he had called the attorney of the sub-

•

ject of the editorial for his opinion. The
Hilltop's lawyer read the editorial to him, and
not surprisingly, he said he did not like it and
would sue the university if it ran.
The Hilltop lawyer relay~d the attorney's
sentiments to President Cheek and read the
editorial to him as well. Dr. Cheek claimed
that ·the information in· the editorial was incorrect but refused to discuss his allegation
with the Hilltop.
While a private university, acting a~ the
publisher _of a student-run newspaper, may
legally reserve the right to determine a
newspaper's content, we must question the administration's judgement, methodology and
motives. We cannot and will not accept the inexcusable act of calling a subject's lawyer for
approval of a yet unprinted editorial. This
undermines press freedom. We cannot and will
not accept the comments of a university president who only makes statements to the campus newspaper through third parties. This cripples press coverage. We can only wonder why
the administration continually thwarts our efforts to accurately report its internal operations. This reeks of cover-up and leaves an
uninformed press to sift through police reports
and seek external sources for truti)s that an
honest administ~ation should be willing to
orovide .

'

•
•

•

•
•

'

Jackson bushwacked?
,.

•

.....,.
•

Reverend Jesse Jack~on's meeting with Where does the discussion stop and the comPresident-elect George..Bush this week may mitment to finding solutions to our social
have been a signal of th~ end of the Rainbow problems begin?
Coalition and the beginning of a new more acSo far, Bush has not hired one Africancomodationist stance for him. His meeting American person to work in his administraWednesday must have IJeen with a different tion. We can only wonder if Jackson brought
George Bush than the one who is committed this up in their meeting. It is left to our imto continuing the repressive policies of the · agination to figure out if they have come up
Reagan Administration.

with concrete solutions to the problems of race

Thirty days ago, in a speech at Rankin
Chapel, Jackson stated that Bush "believes
that beyond Congress there is an ethics-free
zone. In the ethics-free zone, there is no sup- •
port for civil rights and there is no support for
women's rights." He went on to say, "In 1988,
Bush will not stand fQr equal rights for wom-

and poverty in this country that Bush has made
a committment to end.
The type of aggressive leadership for \vhich
we formerly looked to Rev. Jackson seems
muted and replaced by an attitude that we
should trust Bush to do the right thing. But
Bush's track4'ecord does n<_>},in§pj~e such_. trust.
Speaking at Burr Gym two weeks ago-, Min.
Louis Farrakhan of the Nation of Islam spoke
with. remarkable insight as to Jackson's new
position."Jesse gave up his black base. He
loves white people more than he loves his own
people. Otherwise, he would have stood up·for
himself.

en. He can't even

'

.,

fi~

lips to say' it.''

This is the same George.Bush who referred
to Jackson as a "hustler from Chicagd'earlier in the presidential camprugn, demeaning his
accomplishments as a politician. This is the
same man who has served under a president
who has 'rejected affirmative action plans,
slashed social programs designed to help
minorities get their foot in the door and refused to meet with the Congressional Black
Caucus.
Earlier, Jackson was questioning Bush's
stability and stating that he was not "morally
fit to lead the nation."
So what happened? Did Bush undergo a
transformation into a progressive, reformminded man with some intent of helping those
at the bottom of the social pyramid?
All that Jackson had to say about his meeting with Bush is that he was "impressed with
the vice president's committment to discuss a
wide range of issues, to agree or disagree."

" ... I don't like the fact that Jesse Jackson,
my brother, can't embrace me, but can embrace George Wallace.a damn cracker that
killed black people in Alabama. Something's
wrong with a system like that."
Indeed, something is wrong. Jackson has the
overwhelming support of A(rican-American
voters, but he is treading upon dangerous
ground by cozying up to George Bush, which
should be a lot more alarming than his association with Farrakhan. We can only hope that \
another one,of our strong leaders has not been
co-opted and will return to help lea;d our ,
struggle,
I

•

'•

Will the real terrorist
step forward please?

' ' •,, --

'

HU rewards
·incompetence

that I couldn't possibly have chosen

a better school in which to continue
my educati9n. However, I also feel
that Howard has mu~h n:iore ,Po~e~
tial to be a far greater un1vers1ty 1f 1t
were not for the lack of Afro-centric
consciousness throughout the entire
institution, but especially .in its
adrriinistration.
The first question that came intc
my mind when I read the story abou1
the sudden departure of·Mr. Malsor
concerns the fact that he was drivinE

•

•

theatre t'o work in; I haven't had
blinds on my window in Sutton Plaza
all year; students in Carver are
rt:>peatedly without hot water; professo;-!' are underpaid; and Malson
was driving a BMW 535i?
Maybe it would be somewhat
understandable if our administrators
ran this school so smoothly and efficiently that their luxury cars could be

And what about Malson? It seems
obvious to almost everybody in the

•

The Hilltop
stands corrected
I wish to bring" to your attention
several inaccurate statements that
were reported in the article ''Hospital
Welcomes New Sport Medicine
Center,'' in The Hilltop, November
IO, 1988.
We are proud to clarify the fact
that· the HUMED Spar.ts Medicine
Center is ~ t'acility that showcaS;es
technologically
advanced
rehabilitative and exercise equipment.
It is unique in that it combines the
resources of the faculty from the College of Medicine, College of Allied
Health Sciences, College of Liberal
Arts and the Hospital on-site to provide optimal: care. There is no other
facility on the east coast that may
claim those two assertions. The
significance is that a comprehensive
array of services are available in one
visit .
Eunice Davi s is the adrriinistrator of
HUMED.

'

•
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Editor-in-Chief
Suzanne C. Alexander
Managing Editor
Alonza L. Robertson
Advertising Manager
, Derreck N. Marble
Business Assistant
Kim Evans
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fhe di'ama school doesn't hc:i. ve a

Howard community that he left for
dubious reasons. It seems to me, and
virtually everybody else I've talked
to, that Malson must have gotten
caught doing something that, if
revealed, would have proven quite
embarrassing and possibly damaging
to the administration.
Now I don't know about you, but
to me tha~ is just plain wrong and
somethirii...lLee-ds to be done aboiit It.
a BMW 535i leased to him by the Malcolm Carson
university and that it is the regular Sophomore, College of Liberal Arts

The U.S. excludes thousands of people l'rom
en\ering this country because they can be connected with Communism and terrorism. But
if this is truly the land of the free, how much
damage can these people do by corning here
and expressing their ooinions?
As Arafat himself stated, "Why are they
afraid that I would speak to world 'public opinion and explain the new Palestinian position?''
If the U.S. were forced to go to an international court and prove that Arafat's physical
presence in New York City would endanger the
safety of American citizens, they would have
a most challenging case before them.
Currently the PLO has asked the U.N. to
convene a special session in Geneva,
Switzerland in January to center around
Arafat. To the chagrin of the l\merican ,
government, this will probably bring even
more attention to Arafat and his positions.
Hopefully, the people of the world can make
up
their
own
minds as to whether or not he
•
•
•
1s a terrorist.

practice of the university to lease such
cars for its top executives.

The recent revelations concerning
the departure of a high-level administrator at Howard University
(The Hilltop, Nov. 18) has shown that
there are some deep-rooted problems
having to do with the administration
of this school .'
Before I begin, I feel that it is
necessary for me to state that I love seen as some kind of reward. But, we
this university a great deal and I feel all know that not to be the case .

Israelis have never been given this label.
The denial of the visa is even more
humiliating because the U.S. is clearly a terrorist nation itself. The U .N. referred to the
American bombing of Libya as a terrorist act.
And the World Court also stated that because
the U.S. funds the Contras in Nicaragua, they ·
are an ''accessory to terrorism.''

-

'

:Letters to the editor

•

•
The United States has acted arrogantly and
perhaps illegally in denying a .visa to Palestine
Liberation Organization Chairman, Yasser
Arafat. Arafat had requested permission to
travel to New York to address the General
Assembly of the United Nations.
This comes on the heels of the PLO's recent resolutions to recogonize the right of
Israel to exist, as well as trying to help create
separate countries for the Jews and Palestinians. They have made a concerned and sincere
effort to do the right thing and settle their differences at the negotiating table .
But the U.S. government has 1,;i1use;n to ignore the steps that the PLO has ta'Jcen towards
peace. Their denial of Arafat's visa will only
.lead to more bloodshed as the struggle in the
• Middle East is protracted. And why has the
United States denied him the right to travel to
this country?
Because, according to the headquarters
1
-agreement between the UN and the U.S., the
U.S. may deny a visa to aliens to protect their
"national security interests." According to
Secretary of State George Schultz, Arafat's
"associations with terrorism" may threaten
the safety of all Americans and are a good
enough reason to prevent him from entering
the country.
The American government continually
refers to the PLO as a "terrorist" .organization, but the term seeins to apply only to those
groups who openly oppose the U.S. government. The South African Government and the ..
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The Black Woman ... "like an ebony phoenix, each in her own time and her .
own season with her own story.''
,,
·
.
Some of this year·~ honorees include:
.
-Bis_
hop Leontyne Kelly, first Black Woman Bishop in the A.M.E. church.
-Donna Oliver.National Teacher of the Year.
.
-Barbara Reynolds.author of And Still We Rise.
-Mayor Carrie Saxon-Perry, Mayor of Hartford, Connecticut, Howard Alumn~.
-Mae Jemison, first Black Women Astr_onaut.
-Marie Jackson-Randolph, successful entrepreneur.
·
This program will prove to be a very enriching experience. ·
· The U.G.S.A. Welcomes and Challenges
,.
.
ALL to Attend!!!
,
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Tempo
Va. native crowned
•

iss Black USA

By Sbrona Foreman
Hilltop Staff Rc,portcr

''Creating Opportunities by
Celebrating Black Beauty'' was the
·theme of the first annual National
Black USA Beauty and Talent
Pageant held at Cramton Auditorium
Saturday, November 19.
With the audience cheering <J.Ild ap• plauding, April Wilson of the Univer/
sity of Virginia, walked away from
\ the pageant as the first Ms. Black
USA.
· The Norfolk native performed a
dance interpretation to ''I Am
Changing.'' Her performance included both modern and ballet dance
techniques.
Wilson's energetic performance

)

•

photo b)· Moorland-Spingam Research Center

Miss Black USA contestants model furs and swimsuits as they try to impress the judges during the compelilion.

Encore!

may have brought the audience to
their feet, but her respQnse in the
question/ answer session stole the
s~ow. When asked about her opi·
n1ons on the secrets of success,
Wilson replied, ''Always believe in
yourself. Have confidence in your
dreams. These are the secrets of suc·
cess. But, most importantly, •never
compromise your values.''
The pageant , which was sponsored
by Law-Tay Communications, was

Drama' students begin efforts to revive
once-f~med acting trou}'le, Howard Players
By Wendy Sharpe

theatre where the Negro playwright,
Hilltop Staff Reporter
musician, actor, dancers and artist in
concert shall fashion a drama that
The Howard Players, · dram.a
sha1l merit the respect and win the ad.
students in the College of Fine Arts,
miration of the world.''
have produced talented young actors ,, Some_of the plays presented by the
that have been taking the entertain· players during the 1920's to the
ment industry by storm.
1940's include: Langston Hughes'
For the past decade they have broadway hit ''Simply Heaven;''
specialized in the production of plays ''Blues For Mister Charlie'' and
about African·American life .
''Amen Corner'' by James Baldwin;
Nicknamed the ''Georgia Avenue and ''Genfireide'' by Helen Webb.
Thespians," the Howard Players
Although ''The Players''' produc·
were organized in 1907 . The group tions far surpassed local community
was a major ~African.American performers, it was not until 1949 that
theater group credited with increas·· they were recognized abroad. At that
ing the field of drama at Howard. time, the government of Norway in·
The Players began by presenting vited them to perform in Oslo .
plays before campus audiences. Their
The Howard Players became the
productions were so well received, the first college drama group to serve as
grou'p was invited to perform in ambassadors of good will.
theaters across the world.
They were also invited to perform
When Ernest Everett Just came to in other countries such as Sweden,
Howard as an English instructor,
Denmark and Germany. On their
he, together with a number of tour, ''The Players'' made 54
students, organized Howard' s first appearances.
drama group, the College Dramatic
During the 1960's, ''The Players''
Club.
continued to produce musicals,
The D.C. area's reaction .to the classic plays, African·American plays
club' s perforrii~nces Was ~also and other literary plays.
favorable. As a result, under the
The Howard Players and its alum.
direction of T. Montgomery ni have achieved success on the pro·
Gregory, head of the Department of fessional stage, radio and television.
Speech, courses in dramatic art were
Most well known players include
established for academic credit. The Roxie Roker of television's The Jef.
group of drama enthusiasts was fersonrs'' and sisters, Debbie Allen
reorganized and given the name and Phylicia Rashad, Roberta Flack
which it bears today, The Howard and Ossie Davis.
Players.
Towards the late 70s and early 80s,
According to the Howard Player' s the activity of ''The Plciyers''
bylaws, the group'.s purpose was ''the
establishment of a n;:ttional Negro
see Players, page 11
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Tltis-wEEk

hosted by Melvin Lindsey of WKYS
!llld Black Entertainmeiit Television's

Yolanda Gaskins.
'.fhe show opened with an exciting
dance
performance
entitled
''Celebration '' executed by the
1988-89

Miss Black USA April Wilson

National Black USA Pageant

dancers. D.C. native Adrian Bolton

both directed and choreographed the
performance.
After the dance performance, the
thirteen semi.finalists were announc·
ed. The semi.finalists ranged from 19
to 29 years old and represented dif·
ferent cities from all around the
country . The reigning Miss H 9wara
University, Robin McClamb,
represented her home town, East
Orange, New Jersey.
In the swimwear competition that
followed, the ·s emi·finalists had an
~ppo ~tuni ty to model the latest styles
1n swimwear.
Prior to the talent competition, the
show featured a special performance
by Fonda Price, first runner·up at a
talent competition held at the Ai)ollo
Theater. Pride's performance was en·

Riches .''
She· opened her performatice with
a verse from the African·American
spiritual · ''Come By Here.'' Duiing
her performance, Pride acknowledg·
ed the achievements of African·
American women.
.
''Be aware of Black women. They
are high achievers. They are strong
and they are powerful. I want to be
in that number,'' said Pride.
She ended her routine with her ren·
dition of ''I Am Changing,'' a song
from the hit musical ''Dreamgirls."
The talent · competition offered a
tremendous variety of talent . The •

,

see Miss Black USA, page 11
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:Gospel sound proves inspirational to HU quartet
•
Tracey Davis
Hilltop

S~aff

'

'

Reporter

When the members of the
gospel quartet '' Inspiration'' first
united last year, they only planned
to perform for the Howard
University Homecoming Variety

Show.

•

Ho·wever, after capturing
first place, the talented vocal
group has since caught the attention of many professional gospel
recording artists and have been invited to perform thoughout the
D.C., Maryland and Virginia
1
areas.
''Inspiration'' is not just a .
name, but also the group's theme .
The gospel group devotes itself to
promoting Christianity through
the singing of gospel music.
''Every song we sing has a mes·
sage to help people,'' said fourth
year student, Adria Smith who l

•
•
•
IN ENTERTAINMENT

see Inspiration, page 11

•

•

oboto by

Keith

DOrman

•

Members of Inspiration. Cloc;kwise from top left: Melda Grant, Adria Smith, Tonya Smith and Janella
Newsome.
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He Wanted to Play in
t "_ Major Le~gues

Summer Health
Sciences Pro9ram
for
Black Americans
Washington University
School of Medicine
Box 8001
660 S. Euclid Ave.
St. Louis, MO. 63110

-
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For applicati9n and information contact Dr. Robert
Lee, Assistant Dean at
'
314-362-6888.

.. ...,

'Robel1 Redford
in The /ll111ura/

© 198-i Tri-S1ar
Pictures
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The Future is Now. ·
Your Future Begins Here.

Alvin Ai-Jy

Most accounting graduates hope to start their
career right after graduation. But an accounting
degree doesn't always assure them the job
they're looking for. Work exp~rience is key!
Here at Key Accounting Temporaries, we have
challenging and rewarding positions available in
some ol the most prestigious firms in Maryland,
Wasttjngton , O.C., and Virginia. Our temporaries
are able to work in professional settings and
earn competitive wages while exploring what is
availal.Jle in the market! Many of our positions
have permanent potential.
If you are a re~ent college graduate with an
accounting , finance or business degree-or an
accounting major who wants to work during
vacations, call us. We may have the perfect
opportunity for you.

Alexander O'Neal fans will not • Wonderland. " . .. Famed dancer,
have to wait any lorlger for his new _ choreographer, -Alvin Ailey will

album.
•

The R&B singer has

released an album for the Christ·
mas season entitled ''My Gift to
You'' which is available on

CBS/Tabu records.
Five of the album's nine
singles--including the title cut, ''My
Gift to You' ' .• were written and
produced by the Flyte Tyme team
of Jimmy Jam and Terry Lewis.
The pair produced O'Neal's best·
selli11g 1987 album ''Hearsay''
with its hit singles ''Fake,'' ''Criti·
cize'' and ''Never Knew Love Like
This.''
On the album's ilip side, O'Neal
sings SllCh Christmas favorites as
'' T r,· Little Drummer Boy,"''The
Christmas Song," and ''Winter

'

be honored by the

Kennedy

Center, Sunday,, December 4.
The 57·year·old Ailey, founder
of the Alvin Ailey American
Dance Theatre, will receive the
Kennedy Center HonOr for his
lit'etime contributions to the Art .
- Alley - 1s the seventh · African·
American to receive this honor in ,
the Kennedy Center's 1 l·year
history .

--

He joiris the such recepients as
Ella Fitzerald, Leontine Price,
Count Basie, Lena Horne, Ray
Charles and Sammy Qavls Jr.
The honors will be ,televised Fri·
day, December 30, on CBS.

BE~HESDA ,

(301) 656-8833
(202) 46l-0900
WASH , DC
1703) 243·3600
ROSSLYN, VA
(301) 56~356
TlMONIUM , MD
BALTIMORE , MD (301) 386-5227

,.
•

I
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R

•
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9BERT R,EDFORD started college at the University of Colorado
on a baseball scholarShip. But when'he decided on an acting
career, he knew there w.is one place to be, one school where he'd get
the best training . The American Academy of Dramati~ Arts . •
Since 1884 , 1he A1nerican Academy of Dramatic Arts has been
training professional actors- actors who h~ve won nominations for
89 Oscars, 60 Tonys and 142 Emmy Awards. Many alumni, including
Peter Weller, Kate Jackson, Gary Sandy, Cleavon Little, Christine
Ebersole, Stepfanie Kramer and Scott Valentine, came to the Academy
after attending traditional colleges for a year or more and then deciding
10 study acting fu ll-time. The Academy offers a two·year Prof~ssional
Training Program., an invitational Third Year performi'ng program,
and a six-week Summer program.
If you want to play in the major leagues, come to the American ·
Academy. Thcre ·s still time to register for our February semester.
Call now.

American Academy
of Dramatic Arts
120 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016
(212) 686-9244

'

•

•

•

,
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Etcetera
ramid Books:tore builds knowledge with its goods

'
•

•

percent whole wheat products and
claims to be the hoQle of the famous
bean pie.

By Tonya J. Salvant and Onika L.
-

Johnson
I

-

Hilltop Staff

'

Rcp~ rters

Alkebu-1~ is an import-export

If your mind, body and spirit need
nourishment and your thirst for
knowledge in your African-American
history has gone unquinched long
enough, then take action an~ visit the
Pyramid Bookstore. There 1s a lot to
be learned .

store offering wholesale and' retail
products, first world apparel hand
crafted jewelry, leather bag's and
body oils.

• ·1 '

There are two stores on the second
floor, Brown Rice Network, a natural
foods deli which offers caterini: and

a meal plan for students and Tape

The Georgia Avenue bookstore,
along with the opening of a new store

in Southeast, both serve as a major
learning c;enter not only to Howard
University students and faculty, but
to the community at large.

Connection, a shop which features
books, albums and ; Minister FarrakhCln tapes.
•
Pyramid bookstore occupies the

----

The store, which opened for
business in 1981, stocks books and
periodicals on Africa,. African, Americans, Islam, nutrition and

whole third floor. The balcony is occupied by Islamic Visions Video. This
shop, according to its flyer, coOtains
''authentic information about AlIslam for Muslims .

'

metaphysics. The owner and founder

of the Hou~e of Knowledge, Hodari
Ali, says his store carries records,
tapes, videos and newspapers, all ''by
and about people of African decent.''
''There is so much more to learn
in life than what textbooks have to
offer. A person can do self and the
community a lot by taking the time
out to gain that knowledge,'• said the
1976 Howard graduate.
. Some of Ali' s bestsellers include
''The Miseducation of the Negrb'' by
Dr. Carter G. Woodson; ''Stolen
l egacy' ' by George James; ''Message
ltp the Blackman ' ' by Elijah Mohammad; and ''The Africa Origin of
Civilization'' written by Cheikh Anta Diop .
''The bestselling books are all
classics," said Hakim Mohammad,

I·

•

photo by Keith Dorman

Hodari Abdul-Ali, founder of the House"of Knowledge, sells merchandise that explores African-American culture.

'

•

Sisters magazine, produced byi
the Nationa1 Council of Negro
. Women is an idea whose time has
come .

The sophisticated periodical is a

'

voice to communicate issues and
important messages with members
on a national and international
level, accdrdirig to business
manager Florence Amate.
Although the primary target audience of Sisters is African-

Child's Play 5:45, 7: 45, 9:45, 11:45, Sot/Sun
1: 45, 3:45. 5:45, 7:45, 9:45. 11: 45
Twice Dead 5:30, 7:30, 9:30, I 1:30, Sot/Sun
1 ·30. 3,30, 5:30. 7 :30. 9:30. 11 :30

There is so much
more to learn in life
than what textbooks
have to offer.

Land Before Time,5:1 5.,,7:00. 8:45, Sot/Sun
12:00, 11: 45. 3:30, 5: 45, 7:00·. 8:45
Rocke t 'G1braltor 5:30, 7:30, 9:30 Sot/Sun
1. 30. ~: 30. 5:30. 7:30, 9:30

''Everyone should read these books
just for their general knowledge."
According to Mohammad, another
''must have'' book especially for.
Howard students is the '' Black Student's Guide to,Positive Education.''
''We're sold out of it now, because
it's such a good book. It helps the
student learn how to think and
analyze critically, therefore when
they get into their structured history

-

Cineplex Odeon Circle Duponl
1350 19th St NW 872-9555

Hodari Ali

...

!'.~

,

''Students have so many questions
·~
that go unasked because they are too
ashamed of their lack of knowledge,
pbolo by Xrith Donna~
or too intimidated by professors and A customer in the Pyramid Book Store browses, then makes a selection.
peers to express themselves."
''We wanted to have a name which
The House of Wisdom was ''built
on the same concept' as the House of '
Since opening seven years ago, the reflects what we stand for.'' 1
Knowledge," Ali said .
bookstore has featured various meetthe-author, book-signing sessions.
Ali shares the firsl and second
floors of the.building with five other in Southeast ... we are the only one on
Ali and his staff are in the process of cultural shops.
that side of the Anacostia river,'' he
planning events to be held in the Aradded.
On
the
first
floor
there
are
two
mour J. Blackburn Cente r 's
In addition to opening the House
auditorium for the middle of stores, Shabazz and Alkebu-lan.
Shabazz is an all natural bean pie of Wisdom, the House of Knowledge
November and December.
will soon take on a new face.
company which, ~ according to Ali,
''We are about to renew the front
The Pyramid Bookstore is located many first time visito_rs ''mist;J.ke for !='f the store. In the front we are gothe Pyamid boo!store.'' .
J
ing to have a one of a kind African
in a three story yellow building referstatue within the next few months ''
red to as the ''House of Knowledge.''
The company specializes 1n 100 he said.
'

-~ f '

'

~

Height said that the name
Sisters expresses an historic bonding routed in the African

quest for a medium addressing the

Height.

needs, interests, concerns and
aspirations of the black woman
and her communit)r,'' said
Dorothy Height, national presi-

·

Black Excellence aims its sights on the college student
,•.'

CAPITOL EVENING CARE, INC.
located on Capitol Hill , is proud to introduce quality and professional
evening care for children ages 5-11 ,
Monday-Friday from 3prn - 1Opm :CAPITOL EVENING CARE, INC. will
be opening mid January 1989, and
is currently seeking qualified and
dedicated individuals to fill the following full time I part time positions:
Assistant Director I 3 Teachers 6
Teacher's Aides

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
CALL: 937-2340. Resumes should
be forwarded to :
CAPITOL EVENING CARE, INC.
701 5th Street, S.E. (3rd Floor)
Washington, D.C. 20003

The July 14 promotional issue

Hilltop Staff Reporter

was unveiled to an enthusiastic

will be devoted to internships,

crowd at the Washington Hilton

graduate schools and other

hotel. Doug Williams. Redskin's

academic endeavors.

in the African-American, college
student.
Michele Young, Editor-in-Chief
of Black Frcellence, is a graduate
of Howard Unive!)iity's School of
Communications,}where she majored in speech. .

Black Excellence is aimed
towards African-American colleae
students at both predominantly
African-American and white
universities.
·
''The ma&arine will serve as an
avenue for students to com-

municate with other students who
share similar interests and concerns,•• Young said.

famed quarterback, donned the
cover.
~
''Since the promotiona' issue,
the enthusiasm has been over~
wbelming,''·-Young said'. •
The magazine will consist of ten
sections. Each issue will contain a
feature story, which will spotlight
a role model such as attorney
Willie Gary of Florida, who is

featured in the promotional issue.
A student profile of excellence
will also be featured in a section
called "The Cuttins Edge." College teams and tournaments will
be the focus of th'e spons section,
as well as outstandins players and
teams.
''The Student Exchange'' is a
section where students can share:
their ideas and opinions with their

Ardent
Just a platonic friend?
friend who Is like a brother to us.

Sometimes he'll take us out to the
movies and occasionally dinner. He
give~ a_d vlce and he has a great
.
shoulder to Cry on.
~~~---~~~"'"-~~~~~~~~~

Advice in a variety of topics will
be available to readers in the"Advice F,rom Ex£:~s'' ,, section.
The''lmage Bull · '' sktion will

focus on a variety of ll'Chniques
for improvina arul developing
one's

own style and sdf-csteem.

Each issue will -spotlight
Washington D.C. and other major cities, providing information ·
aboutlth~ ~ty,

student events and
other 'facts.
.
'the magazine will be dlstn1>utcii
five times during the academic
year to 300,000 readers.
Historiaally African-American in·
stitutions will .-ive 270,000 free
copies, the Tcmaining 30,000
c~':lics are designated for paying

'

aee Eurne...,

P•ae tt

her Chat our relationship with him Is
truly platonic.
Misses Understood

Ask·

Dear Ardent,
.
My friends and I have a dear male
•

peers. The ''Opportunity"' ~on

By Dedra Owens

new magazine devoted to promoting and enoo.uraging excellence

T,vice Dead 5: 45, 7: 45. 9:45, 11 :45 Sat/Sun
1 45, 3:45 5: 45. 9:45, 11: 45

Cineplex Odeon Cin:le MacArthur
4859 MacArthur Blvd NW 337-1344

..
'
. A Cry 1n the Dark 4:30. 7:00, 9:30, Sat/Sun

-

2,.:00, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30,
1969 7:45 . 9:45 , $ct/Sun 1:45, 3:'45 . 5:45.
7:45. •45
Far Nor1h 5:30, 7:30. 9:30. Sot/Sun 1:30.
3:30. 5:30, 7:30, 9:30
Lair of 1he Whote Worm 5:45. 7:45. 9:45
Sat/Sun 1:45 , 3: 45. 7:45, 9:45

Everybody's All Ame rico!'I 1:30, 4:15, 7:!J9,
9:40, 12:00. Sat/Sun 1:10. 4:15, 7:00. 9:40,
12 :00
The Last Temptation of Christ 2:00, 5: 15, 8:30.
Sat/Sun 2:00, 5: 15. 8:30
· -..
1969 1:15. 3 , 15, 5:1S. 7:15. 9:15. 11:1 5,
Soi/Sun 1: 15, 3:1 5. 5 :1 5, 7:15 . •9:1 5. 11:15

For over 50 years, the NCNW
has represented the interests of
African-American women. Accor~

The National Association for
Opponunity in Higher Education
has introduced Black Excellence, a

Cineplex Odton Cin:le Embassy
1927 Florida· Ave. NW 387-1344

Clneplex Odeon Ci~le Tentley
4200 Wisconsin Ave. NW 363-4340

of NCNW], will help us find ways
to work together as organizations
and as individuals,'' added

dent of NC~

t1;

.-_

Another Women l ·45, 3:45. 5:45, 7": 45, 9:45
Sat/Sun \: 45, 3:45. 5:45, 7:45 . 9:45
Crbss1ng Oeloncy 1:30. 3:30, 5:30, ?:30, 9:30.
Sot/Sun 1:30, 3:30. 5~ 30, 7:30, 9:: 30

heritage.
••Sisters, in the tradition of Mrs .
(Mary McLeod) Belhune [folinder

'

Without A Clue 1 :00. 3: 10, 5:20. 7:30. 9:40,
11:50. Sat/Sun 1:00, 3: 10, 5:20. 7:30. 9:40,
11: 50
The Naked Gun 1:45. 3:45, 5:45, 7:45, 9:45,
11 :45 S~t/Sun l :45, 3:45, 5:45, 7:45, 9 :45.
11 :45
Blueberry H1U Fr1·Sun l: 15, 3: 15. 5: 15, 7: 15,
9:15, 11 : 15
•
Lair ol 1he White Worm 1:00, 1:30. 3:00. 3:30,
5:00. 5:30, 7:00, 7:30, 9:00, 9:30, 11 :00.
l l :30 Sot/Sun l :00, 1:30, 3.00. 3:30, 5·60.5:30. 7:00, 7:30, 9:00. 9:30. 11:00. 1\30

Cineplex Odeon Circle Outer
- 4849 Wisconsin Ave. NW 244-3 116

•

American .women, issues such as
education, child~cire and the
African-American family will be
of interest to men as well.
''The magazine was a natural
choice,'' Amate said. '•There was
a gap "in the market for black
women. Sisters fills that need.''
''Sisters is an answer to the

Education Majors
Interested in Valuable
Experience &
~
Extra Money
• r.

,

Capitol Hill Onemas
507 Eighth St. SE 547-1210

Cineplex Odeon Circle Avalon
still Con~tlcut Ave. NW 966-2600

Sisters ~ddresses the needs of the African-American woman
•

'

right questions to their professors,''
he said.

'

Hilltop Staff Reporter

I

Cocoon : The ~eturn 2:00, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30
Sat/Sun 11 ; 30, 2:00 , 4:30, 7:00 , 9:00
Teq uila Sunrise 2:00, 4:30, 7:00. 9:30 Sat/Sun
11 :30, 2:00, 4:30, 7:00. 9:30
Oliver and Company 1:45. 4:00, 6: 15, 8: 15.
Sot/Sun 11 :45 . . 1: 45, 4:00, 6:15, 8:15
Land Before Time 1: 45. 4:00, 6:1 5, 8:15.
Sot/Sun 11: 45 , 1: 45. 4:00, 6:1 5, B:1 5

and also a Howard graduate .

Two African-American magazines make their overdue debut
•

.

classes, they will know how to ask the

The bookstore is one of three stores which make up the House of Knowledge.

By Wendy Sharpe

842-3751

part-time employee at the bookstore

photo \y Keith Dorman

'

Ali has expanded his learning
''house'' by adding another cultural
mini mall, featuring Pyramid
Bookstore and other fine shops in
southeast D .C. This new House of
Wisdom is located at 1421 Good
Hope Road.

AMC Union Slallo• 9
Flnt St. and Massachwetts Avt NE.

Our big brother also has a
girlfriend who misunderstands our

relationship. We believe that she feels
threatened by our friendship with
him to the extent of trying to keep us

apart. Thus, forcing him lo choose .
between the two. How can we show

Dear Misses,
·
No one can force friends to stay ·
apart · realistically. I'm sure his
girlfriend did not make him choose
between ypu because if she didn't
trust him she probably wouldn"t be
with him. You shoUld examine your
actions while around him and then
put yourself in his girlfriend's position to try to imagine what your reaction would be.
Got a Problem? Need Advice? Write
Dear-Ardent
C/O The Hilltop Newspaper
Howard University
2217 4th St.N.W.
Woshington D.C . 20095

Cineplex Odeon Circlt' Uplown
3426 Connecticut Ave. NW 966-SiWO

,

\

' Gorillias in the M ist 7:00, 9:45, Sot/Sun 1:30.
4:15, 7:00. 9:45

Ci~ma Odeon Circle Westend
23rd & L Sls. NW 2!13·3152

•

•

· Child's Play 1:45. 5:45, 7:45 . 9:45 , 11 :4S
Sat/Sun 1: 45. 5:45, 7:45". 9:45, 11 :45
Everybody's All American 1:15.. 4,ro, 7:00,
9 ,35, 11 :55 Sat/Suri 1: 15, 4:00, 7:00, 9:35,
11 :55
- Cocoon: Tke Return 12:00. 2:30, 5:00. 7:30,
10:00. 12:1 5Sat/Sun 12:00, 2:30. 5:00, 7:30,
10:00, 12: 15
Bird 2:00. 5: 15, 8:30, Sat/Sun 2:00. 5:15,
8:30

,

Cineplex Odton Wlsco.nsin AyeCtoeliiii
4000 Wisconsin Ave NW ~
Madame Sous~ ka l :30. 2:00, 4:30. 5:00,
7:00, 7:30, 9:00. 9:30, 10,00, 11: 45, Sat/Sun
1:30. ' 2:00. 4:30, 5:00. 7:00, 7:30, 9:30, ·
10:00, 11: 45
Cocoon : The Return 12:00, 2:00, 2:30, 4:30,
5:00, 7:00, 7:30. 9:30. 10:00, 12 :00Sat/Sun
12:00, 2:00, 2:30, 4:30, 5:00, 7:00, 7:30,•
9 :30.
10:00.
12:00
Tequila Sunrise 12:00, 2:25, 4:55, 7:25, 9:55,
12. 15Sat/Sun 12:00, 2:25,4:55, 7:25, 9:55,
12: 15
A Cry 1n the Dork 2:00, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30,
12:00. Sot/Sun 2:00, 4:3Q, 7:00. 9:30. 12:00
The Accused 1:00, 3:15, 5:30, 7:45, 9:55,
12:10, Sot/Sun 1:00, 3:15. 5:30, 7:45, 9:55;
12: 10. Sat/Sun 1:00, ;): 15, 5:30, 7 :45, 9:55,
12: l 0
•
I Stnalor Tbtt.ter

39!0 Mlnnesola A"'· NE ~JOl3
Twice Dead 5:30, 8:45, 12:00 Sat/Sun 2:1 5,
5:30, 8: 45 , 12:00
The Blob 7,00, 10:15, Sat 3:45, ~ : 00. 10:15,
Sun 4: 15-, 7 :30

•
'.

'

)

•

'
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3:00 - 4:00 p.m.
Engineering Auditorium
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Insp.i ration

Gospel Choir, each singer believes
she has learned just as much as if
she had formal lessons.
Although performing_ is a pri-

continued from page 8

continued from page 3

ority_ for the members of ''lnSpi-

I

A small group o,~ young spectators
started
chant~ng
''S h.a ~a!,
Shaka!''and soon many more 101ned
1n.

Hislop approached and fired;
Faticoni dived, but the ball was
already on its way into the back of
the net.
Hislop raised his arms in triumph
and the crowd cheered wildly ; the
Bison had won a very tough game.
Hislop said he felt the immense
pressure ''because with this game it
was all or nothing." He said that
when Philadelphia was down by one
goal ''they pressed everyone against
us'' in order to score their goal.
''We knew it would have been a
hell of a game," said Philadelphia
head coach Lew Meehl.
He had praise for his team. "How
many teams would have said its
over?''he said , ''They took it down to
44 seconds. They're a great group of
guys.''
Bison head coach Keith Tucker
said he was pleased with his team's
performance.
''We could hardly take the long
shots because the Philadelphia
defenders were doing a good
job, "said Thomas, "But our goalie is
the best thing on two legs and we're
goin,g all .the way."

for recording demos. In order to
enhance their professionar- image,
''Inspiration'' has purchased business cards, and special outfits for
performances.
''We don't mind not geting
•

paid '' said Newsome. ''Our reSenior Janella Newsome, of ward comes from being able to
Lakeland, Florida, said that in 'touch' people through our· mus- "
1985 she was asked to sing with ic." Smith said that the ''hard
gospel group, The Richard Small- Work pays off when we're singing
wood Singers during the fall of her and bringing people closer to
freshman year. While singing Christ.''
In October, ''Inspiration'' sang
''Completely
Yes''
at
the
before Smallwood during a gospel
Homecoming Concert with HOC
her voice caught the attention of concert at Metropolitan Baptist
Smallwood. Smallwood then con- Church. As a result. of this ext,a~te_d HGC's business manager posure, many well known song
W1ll1am Brawner about having writers have offered to write for
''Everyone in my family, but Newsome sing with his group.
the grouP. In addition, ''Inspiramy brother sang in the church,' '
After realizing that she Would tion'' has also been presented with
said Tonya Smith, a sophomore be forced to drop out of school
the opportunity to record next
from Akron, Ohio. Smith is the Newsome declined rhe offer. ••i year.
group's newest member. She was was overwhelmed by the offer ''
asked to join ''Inspiration'' this she said, ''but I wanted to fini;h
Saturday's · concert will be
fa)~ after a co-founding member, my education first.''
Keith Shepherd, left the group for
This Satu~day, ''Inspiration'' Tonya Smith's 'first perforritance
personal reasons.
will sponsor ''Music Extravangan- with ''Inspiration." The group's
za," a con£_ert featuring profes- fifth member, Shelley Anderson,
who is not enrolled at Howa·r d this
Junior Melda Grant said she sional gospel group Kenneth Lewis
semester, will not appear.
sang her first solo in the children' s & Phase I, as well as gospel groups
Smith said that she is looking
choir of \\'ayne Avenue Baptist from the area. The concert will be
Church in Trenton, New Jersey, held at Andrew Rankin Chapel on forward to performing Saturday.
''I feel very comfortable with the
when she was only five- years-old . the main campus and admission ts
group, and think we will do well,"
1is _su~er, Grant appeared in free.
she said.
her first solo concert performance
Expressing the dedication of not
''Inspiration'' does not accept
at the same church.
only herself, but the oiher memAlthough none of the women payment for its performances, but bers of '' Inspiration," Smith adhave had formal voice lessons, does accept donations. With these ded, ''I will probably sing gospel
while singing in high school, donations, the group pays for music until I die."
travelling expenses, musicians and
church choirs. and in the Howard
hails t·rom Chicago. ''We believe
that everyone should know about
Christ.''
Besides their love of gospel music, rhe members of ''Inspiration''
also share other similarities : they
are all female", students at
Howard, members of· the Howard
Gospel Choir, Born Again Cbristians, and all began their s1ng1ng
careers in the church.

ration,'' education comes- first.

Excellence
continued from page 9
for paying subscribers and advertisers. And according to Young,
NAFEO would eventually like to
''see Black Excellence on the
newsstands.''

Those

contributing

to

the

magazine will be ''mostly scholars
and experts, but students will cnn-

11

tribute as well,'' said Young. ·
Students interested in submitting
stories and ideas should contact their
campus representative. The represen-tative will eventually serve on an advisory committee to help generate
ideas and . opinions about the
publication.
,
• •
NAFEO is confident that Black Excellence will be a success. ''The
response so far has ·been excellent,''said Wilma Rosco the
associate publisher.
'
'iDue to its diversity, it is both
entertaining and educational,'' said
Young .
·

Miss USA
continued from page 8
semi-finalists tried to impress the
jud~es through song, dance -~d
theatric s } Pafls Davis, Robin

McClamb and April Wilson all
received much audience approval for
their performances.
•
Davis delighted the audience with
her theatrical presentation 'Ms. Jane
Pittman.' McClamb exhibited both
vocal and theatrical talent in her
award-winning performance, 'Confession s of an Ex-Nigger.' Although
this performance helped her reach the
semi-finals, McClamb did not make
the final round of competion.

•

•

•

Players
continued from page IS

•

•.

S:
RS OF THE SL
EITl10N

NCRS

THE
ESSAY CO
•

declined.
Today drama students are trying to
recapture the Howard Player' s
former glory days.
''The policy of the , Howar&
Player's always has been that drama
students and drama department
faculty are automatically Howard
Players. But to be active members a
student must pay their dues and participate," said Roni Jenkins, Howard
Players President.
Jenkins, a senior arts adminstration major, also stressed that all
schools are encouraged to audition
for the group .
During Black History Month, the
Howard Players plan to put together
a touring production for area high
schools based on Walis Terry's
''Bloods'' about the Vietnam War.
'' I would like for the" Howard
Players to become the organization
they used to be. People used to look
1,1p to the Howard. Players·. They u~
ed to be as important as any Greek
fraternity or campus organization,"
said Professor Kelsey Collie, the
Howard Players' Faculty Advisor.
Currently, they sponsor play
readings in the community and present African-American works in area
schools.
According . to president Ronnie
Jenkins, ''The Players'' are having
difficulty with funding and
organization.
Howard Players were involved in
the production of ''The Colored
Museum'' and ''Voodoo.''
Upcoming events also include a
play readin·g to be sponsored by
HUSA and touring in April.
''The Howard Players have.been a
driving force in the College of Fine
Arts. Right now the freshmen need
a knowledge of the Howard
Players,'' said Jason Carmichael,
junior acting major.

•
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''Progressive companies have begun
to think beyo"nd the traditional

relationship of the firm to society
and have begun to manage all of
the relationships upon which they
depend for survival. Firms that
don't follow suit may regret their
short-sightedness:'
Murray B. Low, Winner
NCR Stakeholder Essay
Competition

'

•

I

•

•

Some of today's most important ideas are
held in trust by the leaders of tomorrow.
More than 2,500 such leaders, college
students fronz all <.rver the country, recently
competed in an NCR-sponsored essay
competition. The topic: "Crea1zng Value
For Stakeholders In Corporations
And/Or Nol-For-Profit Organizations."
Ai stake: $300,000 in awards. And al ,
even greater stake: a chance lo affect th?
way the world does business.
•
NCR is proud lo salute the first prize
winner, Murray B. Low of The Wharton
School, The University of J>ennsylvania;
and the second prize winne1; Ron Gilbert
, of The University of Iowa. NCR also
congratulates the 98 national and stale
award winners, as well as their schools.
Their names are listed bellYW.
Our sincere thanks 10 all who entered the
competition. Their ideas pronzise q b1·ight
future-for 1he1nseh!es, and for business
the world <.rver

,1
I

,
•

•

•

STAKEHOLDER ESSAY COMPETITION WINNERS
First Pla ce
Mu(ray B. Low
.
University of Pennsylvania /
Wha rton School of Busines s
0

Second Place
Ron Gilbert
University of Iowa
NATIONAL WINNERS

Sco1 Barenblat
Universi1y of Texas IAustin
Mark Christel
University of Wisconsin
Scott Evans
Colorado Stale University
Kalyanaram Gurumurthy
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology fSloan
Gregory Heywor1h
Columbia University
Yen.Chi Huang
Stanford University
Darnell Hunt
George1own University
James Mahon , Jr.
University of
California/ Berkeley
Amy Montgomery
University of Michigan
STAT£ WINNERS

Kathryn Adam
University of Minnesota
Sumy Ahn
Northwestern Unive rsity
Ajay Ahuja
University of Idahq fMoscow
Bruce Alexander
Middlebury College
Robert· Asseln
Yale University
Steve Atkins
University of Alaska
Thomas Aus1in
University of Wisconsin /Stout
Ja.c k Ballentine
University of Georgia
Jolin Banko
Universi1y of Florida
Fred Bentsen
Rice Uniwrsity
Michael Blach
California Poly1echnic
State ISan Luis Obi"spo
Susan Bodenheim
Miami Uniwrsity
George Bohan
Case Wester.n Reserve University
Mark Caligaris
University of
Pennsylvania / Wharton
Marinilka Barros Carrero
Interamerican University
Nikki Chon
UniversiJy o7
,i
Pennsylvan1a fWhar1on
Smanne Chung
Northwestern University
Robin Clair
Kenl S1ate Universi1y
William Coo.vi(
University of f:aliforniaf Irvine
Christopher CuMingham
Kansas S tate University

Howon!

°""'

Trinity Bible College

Peter Donari
Cornell University/Oxford
Gerhaldt Douglass
Universi1y of Miami
Timothy Duning
Purdue Uniwrsi1y!Kranner1
Chris Dyke
University of Florida
Vanita D'Silva
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
George Ellis
Uniwrsity of Michigan
Brant Enderle
Ohio S1ate University
Judith Finestone
Drexel University
Duane furd
East Texas State
Bruce Friedman
Harvard Business School
Eran Gartner
Cornell University
Marc Greidingcr
University of Maryland
William Hammer
Nort~western University
Philip Hutcheson
Davtd Lipscomb College
Thomas Irwin
Hawaii Pacific College
Jolin Jacobs
Nor1h Carolina State
Scot! Johnston
Brown University
Stephanie Jordan
Appalachian State University
Andttw Scott Keating
Dartmouth College
Sonya 'Kelly
University of Nebraska
Charlotte Klaus
University of Denver
Gail Koren
Kent State University
Michael Kuhn
Washing1on dniversitY
Lawrence Kupers
U.C.L .A .
David Lambert
University of Florida
James LaPrath
Montana State Unive~sity
Signe Larkin .
Northern Arizona University
Leonard T. Lee
Cornell University
Mark Lofstrom
Columbia University
Gary MacDonald
University of Michigan
Charles Marquette, Jr.
,Louisiaria S1at"e UniverSity
Douglas McMahon
University of Virginia
Russell Meier
Rict University
Susan Ann M.ilne
Willamette Uriiversity
Brian Mi Mey
Univirsity of Mtlryiand
Ernest Ndukwe
Michigan Stale Univenity
Ma11hew O'Nuska, III
Universi1y of New Mexico

•

NCR's Mission: Create Value for Our Stakeholders

•

Etienne Weiss Ozorak
Earfha,m College

Elizabeth Parsons
Norlheas1ern University

Bradley Pick
Northwes1ern University
John 0. Fbwell
Louisiana Tech University

Bruce Rebhan
Uniwrsity of

California! Berkeley
Richard Reid
Harding University
David Roeder

Mi ssissippi Srate University
Gordon Sargent
University of Kansas

Peter K. Schalesroc:k
Cornell University

Justus Schlichting
Claremont Graduate School
Kimberly Schwartz
College of St. Benedict
John Schwerin
Christian Brothers College

Scott Shafer

Univers ity of c;inc'innati
Brian "Shaffer l

Vniversity of

J

California / Berkeley
Angela Sizemore
Universi1y of South Carolina
Julia Snell
Auburn University
M.ichaeJ_SoJka
University of
Pennsylvania / Wharton
Lisa Stamm
Northern Kentucky University
. Michael Strolllj:
Monterey Ins11tu1e of
Interna1ional Studies
Ashu Suri
Princeton University
Brent Taliaferro
Oklahoma State University
DiaMe Todd
Northwestern Uniwrsity

Sisters
•

\

l'Y Tompt
Monterey Institute of
International Studies
Hilary Turner
Universi1y of
Washington / Seattle
Curt w...tker
Purdue University
Joji Watanabe
Universi1y of Virginia
Gary Wiggin
Georgia State Uniwrsity
,Robert Williams
.
Harvard Business School
Linda Gail Williamson
Carnegie-Mellon Universi1y
Stewart Wilson
Brighan! Young University
Mike Windcy, Jr.
University of South Carolina
Gary Winger
University of Utah
Barry Wolverton
Millsaps College

•

'

continued from page 9
American women. According to
Amate, Sisters will further communicate the educational, cultural,
economic, social and spiritual life '"
.. among African-American women
and other wdmen. Other tasks, she
said, include the sprea.ding of the
NCNW Black Family Reunion, combatting drug abuse and vocalizing
events accentuating AfricanAmericans' proud heritage.
''Sisters celebrates the j_oy of being
women. Sisters is for women of vision ... women who comprise. the
membership of the NCNW who have
visions for their children, for better
communities for a more peaceful and
hu·m ane
work,
and
for .
themselves ... women who then go to
make it happen,'' said Gayla Cook,
editor-in-chief of the magazine.
The quarterly publicati'o n, with
readership of over 500,()(X), is also
designed to acknowledge the full
range of the African~American
woman's achievements, interests and
• •
op1n1ons.
The magazine will also cover international topics such as articles on the
activities of African-American
women living throughout Africa and
other parts of the world .
Two major grants, USA for Africa
and the Ford Foundation, helped to
get the publication o{f the ground.
Amate added that other foundations have shown interest in helping
to underwrite specific series in the
publication.
Sisters does not entirely depend on
the grants. She said they receive
assistance from <tdvertisers and umbrella organizations such as Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority, ~nc. and
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,.. Inc.
)

'
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r ANNOUNCEMENTS
A TIENTION ALL' STUDENTS FROM
WASHINGTON STATE!!
The new Washington State Clu b wi!I
meet Thursday, December 8th at 6pm in
the Hilltop lounge. Don't forget your
dues and sweatstlirt monies.

.·THE LADIES OF ZETA PHI BETA
SORORITY, INC.
ALPHA CHAPTER
Invite all distinctive and progressive
women to their Annual Rush.
When : Sunday, Oecem~r 4, 1988
Where: Phi Beta Sigma House- 1327 R.
Street. N.W.
i
Time: 4:00 P.M.
For additional information call 234-1120 .

Woshington State Club members w ill be
taking pictures Saturday, December 3rd
at 4:00pm in Bltickburn, Room 150.
Please dress appropriately!!

FREE
QURAN STUDY CLASS
Date: The 3rd Sunday Each Month
Time: 1:30 - 3pmPlace: MARTIN LUTHER KING .Jr.
MEMORIAL LI BRARY
ROOM 315

Address: G St. between 9th and lOth
·st reets NW, Washington, DC
FREE
TO
WASHINGTON
METROPOLITAN AREA COMMUNITY

J

ATTENTION! !
Beta Kappa Chi Members
I
There will be a Beto Koppa Chi Scientific Honor Society meeting Monday, Dec.
5th at 5:00pm in the Undergraduate
Li brary Lecture Room (L-41).
LIBERAL STWDENT COUNCIL
General Body Meeting
will be held on Wednesday , December
7th in Douglass rail Rm. 11 6: Pictures
will be token.

INTERESTED IN BECOMING A
CAMPUS PAL 1
There will be a Campus Pol interest

THE HEALTH PROFESSIONS CLUB
Will hove a meeting 1on Wednesday,
November 30, 1988 at 5:30pm in Locke
Ha!I Room 105. All dre welcome to at~

tend this meeting!

.

Howard University
look for the pr~liminary summer class
schedule. It will be displayed in nexi
week's paper.

JOBS

.
Kitty Dukakis:
Security building- $275.DD inc 1udes !·love you. Hope you get everything you
utilities. Cal\ Al 723-5336 .
wish for on your special day including
your M.G.
PERSONALS
Ton-Sur

Attention Washingtonians! I
Finally our chapter has been approved!
The Washington State Student Associa- Volunteer clerks, drivers, babysitters ,
tion of Howard University invites all · porters needed. Schedule ffexible. · native Woshingtoriions to attend future Coll 839-9000 for more information.
meetings allowing you to get acquainted
with your HOME-GIRL/HOME-BOYi!!
·Part-time/Full-time Temp. Position.
For more information please contact Telemarketer/Enrollment Counselor with
energy and enthusiasm, for national
Meli.ssa Sounders at 667-8063.
educational organization. Contact '·
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE- Kathryn at 244-3DIO.

meeting/ information session on Saturday December 3rd at S:oopm prompt in
the Auditorium of the Blackburn Center.
'
-!202) 48B 7005 .
All persons interested are eilcouraged to
The Florida Ctub will hold its.lost meeting
attend .
before the holidays on Wedriesday Dec.
6 in the Human Ecology Auditorium at
ATTENTION ALL PRE-MED, PRE-DENT, 7 p.m. A small party for your enjoyment
AND ALLIED HEALTH STUDENTS .
is planned.
Come ioin The Student Notionc;il Medica l
Association
,Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc.
Pre-Medica l Chapter
Beta Chapter
.
At
is sponsoring a Kwanzaa program on
Our General Body Meeting
December 6, 198B from 7:00-9:00pm in
Thursday, December 6, 1988
the West Ballroom of the Blackburn
5:00pm
Center .
Blackburn Forum
WORf)PROCESSING (typing service)
Celebrate Christmas in The Caribbean!
Termpapers, Dissertations, etc.
With the Caribbean Student Association
Cover letters, Professional Typeset
Dinner and Variety Show Thursday,
Resurnes. Student Rates. Near Howard
December 8th in The Blackburn Ballroom
Un iversity . Cal l 232-0934.
at 7:30pm. Admission $6.00/Students
$8.00/Generol Public. Tickets available
CONTINUE YOUR
at Cramton Auditoriu m coll 636-6915 .
EDUCATION THIS SUMMER

at

Sleeping Beauty,
Congratulations on Apollo. let us know
when the time comes to go to New Yer~.
and we wi ll be there .
love,
D.J.

z.
Don't worry, Be Happy!!! I'm always
there for you ,
love, Shezzie

Dearest Perfect,
For your eyes I'll climb the highest lizard,
I'm always there for you. I love you,
mountain ,
Bi llie Goat
For your smile I'll capture the dimmest
star,
•
.
For your happiness I'll be everyth ing you A ' Donno{''Right Stuff''),
wont and more because that is what you Happy Birthday! N'o w th9t you're 21 .
:lon 't get too wild. Remember don't mess
are to me.
Happy Birthday, with Texas ! A-Sweet !
Love,
Strawberry
Kim(''Top Secret'')

D.C. Special Olympics:Volunteers
rieeded as scorekeeper$ for Bowling
Tournament to be held on Friday :
December 9 from 9-2 at Kent Lones . Ca ll
544-7770 for mOre information.

- - - - -·

To Hilltop Wanna-be-Scoops:
,
To the chick w ith the block creeping hat:
Two weeks to go before you cross the
Happy Belated Birthday!! 'Sorry that it
burning chemicals! It won't be easy ... on
didn't work out that way we wanted. it
your knees to the Record, flats on your
to, but there's o lot of purple passion in
back, no wax on the copy!
the future! Around .... B:30?
Remember, it really isn't 1worth it, but
what .the hell. Maybe the X-Mos party
YOUR HELP IS NEEDED
Kolette Trawick :
__
w i!I get scandalous! In the mean time,
CHILQREN'S THRIFT STORE
Eyes ore watchin g you!! Just think of a
don't get DOCKED and embezzle your
3201 Rhode Island Ave.
heart out, cause Life on the Hill is not place and imagine a time... ·
Mt. Ranier, MD 20712
I
the
move.
Hey
(Little
Black
Smurf),
The
927-2277
\
'1ouse is falling, the house is falling(proNicole StevensI
RENT
)hecy No. l)! Bein' at the TOP ain' t
The Jove you save may ·be your own .
vhot it used to be !
- Ca n't we at least be friends?
M / F to shore house with other HU
HILL-PHI FOREVER
students walking distance to campus.
The Censored Local/Nationa l Cat
H20 Loo Q,
. To my sweet man, don 't ever doubt t\lat
Happy Birthday
I love you.
Donna Michelle. I'm glad you're here,
kady in Pink
cousin. We're close, more im portantly,
we 'r e
rich.
Bush Engineer:
Love Yo', Lori Down
You're even sweeter than I thought.
Hope your week-end was o.s enjoyable
Happy Birthday Erica !
Love, Lori, Serena , Cynthia as mine.
Block Engineer

Responsible, hardworking drivers needed for courier firm . Earn 60 percent commisrion w ith your car or motorcycle.
Knowledge -~f DC area _h_elpfUI . Cal l
393-3138 during business hours.

ATTENTION

All organizational

Cajun
I greatly value our relationship.
Hop~fully, it will continue to grow .
The bal l is in your court!
Graceland
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To Dr. Romance,
Far the post two years you've prescribed the right medicine everytime.
Lisa
•

·~

Off1ee of

JRd, 1988
.~Children's Hospital~
If your org· anization . ~1sseek~ngstudentinternsfort~eforl
~the spring semester 1989. Junior or
has not signed up senior l~vel. stud~nts m.ajoring. in
.•
•
~ commun1cat1ons, Journalism, film,
please sign OU ts1de of imovie related majors are encouraged to apply. Students will write for~
t h e BISON
.
our newsletters, press releases, §
assist with video productions, special~
YEA RB 0 0 K
severits like our 1989 T eleth_on and I
0 FFI CE '
~~~~line for applications is~
I

fh" h,, l>.·<n ' ""'"'~'''"""th••
l ' ' ' .""' ' " ''" 11,..,, .. ' '""'' ~

•.

•••

· at 939-4500 to apply.
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It
seems
u(lfair.
The
genius
had
all
that
time.
While
you
have
a
few
•
•
•
•
short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the
•
•
•
dreaded astronomy exam.
•
:
ditor
•
, · On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps
••
keep you awake and mentally alert ftJr hours. Safely and conveniently. So
•
:• ositions
even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.
•
•
•
If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar
••
:
Apply
.
system faster, too. .
. Revive with VIVARIN:
•
•
•
• Now!!!
••
•
•.•
•• ••••
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